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Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?

Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

The Grand Canyon
Expository Text

A canyon is a deep valley. The Grand Canyon is in
Arizona. It has several parts, or regions. Each region
has a different environment.
At the top of the Grand Canyon is the forest region.
It has many tall pine trees. It rains and snows a lot here.
Deer and squirrels live here.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Respond to the Text

Grades 2–3

Name_______________________________

Read the text. Use Graphic Organizer 50 to record your ideas and
notes. Have a collaborative conversation with your partner. Use the
sentences below to start the conversation. Cite text evidence and
record your ideas on the graphic organizer. Present your ideas to
the class.
1. What would you find at the top of the Grand Canyon?

Grades 4–6

The top is a forest

of pine trees.

2. Tell what the desert region of the Grand Canyon is like.
It is hot and dry

Language
Development Practice
(Grades 2-3, Grades 4-6)

grow there.

You might see tall pine trees, deer, and squirrels

46

in the forest.

You might see small trees, bobcats, and skunks

in the woodlands.

Write Work with a partner. Discuss your notes about “The Grand
Canyon.” Then write your answer to the Essential Question.

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 380L
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What makes the forests and woodlands of the Grand Canyon
different?
The forest region

has tall pine trees.

The woodland region

48

has small trees.

Deer and squirrels

live in the forests.

Bobcats and skunks

live in the woodlands.

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 380L
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Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

Expository Text

1. Describe the region at the top of the Grand Canyon.

small trees and rocks. This part of
the canyon gets little rain or snow.
Bobcats, birds, and skunks live in
this region.
A desert region is just above the
bottom of the canyon. Sunlight
beats down on this area. It is hot
and dry. Cactus, bighorn sheep,
and lizards live here.
The river region is at the bottom
of the canyon. Different plants
and animals live here. The Grand
Canyon is an amazing place!

It is a

with tall pine trees.

forest

It gets lots of rain and

.

snow

2. Describe the desert region.
It is hot and dry

.

Cactus, bighorn sheep, and lizards

live there.

3. Tell what a visitor might see in the woodland region.
A visitor might see

small trees and rocks; bobcats, birds, and skunks

in the

woodland region.

Write Work with a partner. Discuss your notes about “The Grand
Canyon.” Then write your answer to the Essential Question.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
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Next, you can see the woodland
region. Woodland features include

Name_______________________________

Read the text. Use Graphic Organizer 50 to record your ideas and
notes. Have a collaborative conversation with your partner. Use the
sentences below to start the conversation. Cite text evidence and
record your ideas on the graphic organizer. Present your ideas to
the class.

The Grand Canyon

Tall pine trees grow at the top of
the canyon. This region is a forest.
It gets a lot of rain and snow. Deer
and squirrels live here.

4/7/15 10:15 AM

Respond to the Text

Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?

Many people visit the Grand
Canyon. It is a deep valley with
steep sides. You can walk from
the top of the canyon to the
bottom. You can see different
environments in the Grand
Canyon.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

ELD Assessment

. Cactus plants

3. Tell what you might see going from the forest to the woodland region.
McGraw-Hill Education

The top part of the Grand Canyon is the forest region.

What makes different parts of the Grand Canyon different?
The forest region

has tall pine trees, while the woodland region

has small trees. The forest region gets more
than the woodland region.
bobcats, birds, and skunks

Deer and squirrels

rain and snow

live in the forest, and
live in the woodland.

Each region of the Grand Canyon is different.

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 470L
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Language
Development Cards
(Grades 2-3, Grades 4-6)

Language Transfers
Handbook

Sound-Spelling
Workboard

Interactive
Read-Aloud Cards
(Grade 2)

Photo Cards
(Grade 2)

For the
Students

31
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Online
Differentiated Texts

LAS Links

Decodable Readers
(Grades 2-3)

Interactive Read-Alouds
(Grades 3-6)

-

Foundational Skills
Lesson Cards
(Grades 2-3, Grades 4-6)

Foundational Skills
Practice and
Assessment
(Grades 2-3, Grades 4-6)

eBooks with Audio Support
Oral Language Sentence Frames
Online Assessments
Adaptive Learning
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Getting Started with
Wonders for English Learners
Meeting the Needs of All English Learners
Through ELD Instruction
Teacher Pathway
• Provides equitable access to the standards
• Provides instructional paths for a variety of skills levels
• Enables informed instructional decisions

ELD Teacher’s Edition

Student Pathway

Online
Differentiated Texts

Companion Worktext
Shared Read

Text Evidence

Genre • Expository Text
Where can you see tall mountains and large
glaciers? Alaska is the place to see these
land features.

COLLABORATE

Talk About It

1

Look at the photograph.
Read the title. Talk about
what you see. Use these
words.

What makes different parts
of the world different?

Alaska mountain snow

called
.

Sentence Structure

3

Reread the third sentence
in the last paragraph. The
word and connects two things
that happen to the layers of
snow. Circle each thing that
happens to make a glacier.

There is ice and

Beginning
(1 of 6)

(bkgd) Mimotito/Digital Vision/Getty Images

Essential Question
.

What makes different parts
of the world different?
Read to find out what makes
Alaska special.

At the top of the Grand Canyon is the forest region.
It has many tall pine trees. It rains and snows a lot here.
Deer and squirrels live here.

Reread the second paragraph.
How is Mt. McKinley different
from other mountains in the
United States? Underline the
answer.

What is in the photograph?

Take notes as you read the
text.

A canyon is a deep valley. The Grand Canyon is in
Arizona. It has several parts, or regions. Each region
has a different environment.

Compare and Contrast

Alaska also has the biggest glaciers. Glaciers
are made from layers of snow. The snow builds up
and turns to ice. This takes many years.

Write about what you see.
The text is about a special

Expository Text

Comprehension

2

Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

The Grand Canyon

A land feature is a large or
important part of the land. In
the first sentence, circle two
land features of Alaska.

Land Features
You can see Mt. McKinley. It is taller than all
other mountains in the United States.

Essential Question

Specific Vocabulary

1

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Text Evidence

McGraw-Hill Education

The top part of the Grand Canyon is the forest region.

46
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Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?

Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

The Grand Canyon
Expository Text

Genre • Expository Text

Where can you find mountains, glaciers, and
volcanoes? Alaska is the location you would visit.
Alaska has different regions. In each part of the
state, there are different features.

COLLABORATE

1

Talk About It
Look at the photograph.
Read the title. Talk about
what you see. Write your
ideas.

Alaska also has the biggest glaciers in all
of the United States. Glaciers are made when one
layer of snow falls on top of another. The snowfall
becomes very thick. It turns to ice. The growth of
a glacier takes many years to form.

.

Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?
.

Read to learn what makes
Alaska unique.

(bkgd) Mimotito/Digital Vision/Getty Images

What can you learn about
Alaska from the photo?

Take notes as you read the
text.
228

228_231_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_INAD_132618.indd 228

1

Many people visit the Grand
Canyon. It is a deep valley with
steep sides. You can walk from
the top of the canyon to the
bottom. You can see different
environments in the Grand
Canyon.

Sentence Structure
In the first sentence, commas
separate three things you can
find in Alaska. Circle each of
these things, or features of
Alaska.

Land Features
The tallest mountain in the United States
is in Alaska. It is called Mt. McKinley. Some
people go to Alaska just to climb it.

What does the title tell you?

Intermediate/
Advanced

Text Evidence

2

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Shared Read

Reread the second paragraph.
Underline the sentence that
compares Mt. McKinley to
other mountains in the United
States.

A desert region is just above the
bottom of the canyon. Sunlight
beats down on this area. It is hot
and dry. Cactus, bighorn sheep,
and lizards live here.
The river region is at the bottom
of the canyon. Different plants
and animals live here. The Grand
Canyon is an amazing place!

Each region of the Grand Canyon is different.

3

31
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Specific Vocabulary
The word thick tells about the
size of the snowfall. What
happens to the thick snowfall
when it forms a glacier?

Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?

Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

The Grand Canyon
Expository Text

The Grand Canyon is in
Arizona. The canyon is a deep
valley with steep sides. It is a
location many people visit to see
its different environments.

.

4/7/15 9:55 AM

The top edge, or rim, is the
forest region. Tall pine trees grow
here. This region is the coldest,
and it gets the most rain and
snow. In the winter, the ground is
frozen and covered in snow. Deer
and squirrels live in the forests.
Below the forests, the features
change. The ground becomes
rocky. The trees are smaller. There

6

small trees and rocks. This part of
the canyon gets little rain or snow.
Bobcats, birds, and skunks live in
this region.

Compare and Contrast

229

4/7/15 9:55 AM228_231_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_INAD_132618.indd 229

Tall pine trees grow at the top of
the canyon. This region is a forest.
It gets a lot of rain and snow. Deer
and squirrels live here.
Next, you can see the woodland
region. Woodland features include

Comprehension

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Text Evidence

is less rain and snow. Bobcats,
skunks, and birds live in this
woodland region.
Just above the bottom of the
canyon is a dry desert region. In
summer, the sunlight beats down
on this area. It is hot. Cactus
plants grow here. Bighorn sheep,
lizards, and other desert animals
live in this area.
The Colorado River flows
across the bottom of the canyon.
Different plants and animals live
here. The Grand Canyon is an
amazing place to see!

The Grand Canyon is made up of different regions.

ELD TEACHER’S EDITION SAMPLER
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Also available:

A Complete Spanish Literacy System

Where can you find mountains, glaciers, and
volcanoes? Alaska is the location you would
visit. Alaska has different regions. In each part
of the state, there are different features.

Teacher’s Edition

Land Features
The tallest mountain in the United States
is in Alaska. It is called Mt. McKinley. Some
people go to Alaska just to climb it.

Reading/Writing
Workshop

Alaska also has the biggest glaciers in all
of the United States. Glaciers are made when
one layer of snow falls on top of another. The
snowfall becomes very thick. It turns to ice. The
growth of a glacier takes many years to form.

Key

N
W

Essential Question

E
S

Capital

Alaska

Rivers
Mountains
Volcanoes

John R. Delapp/Photolibrary

What makes different parts
of the world different?

SPi Global

Read to learn what makes
Alaska unique.

Juneau

263

262

Genre Expository Text

Literature
Anthology

A rain forest is a wet forest. It
is thick with many kinds of trees
and plants. Many animals live in

Text copyright © 2008 by Nancy Smiler Levinson. Illustrations copyright © 2008 by Diane Dawson Hearn.
All rights reserved. Used by permission of Holiday House, Inc.

it. Rain falls most of the year.

Essential Question
What makes different parts of the
world different?
Read about the different plants and
animals that live in rain forests.
Go Digital!
301

300
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Instructional Planning

WEEK 1

SUGGESTED LESSON PLAN
Different Places
ESSENTIAL QUESTION

What makes different parts of the world different?
Day 1 Components

Day 2 Components

Companion Worktext
ELD Visual Vocabulary Cards
Visual Vocabulary Cards

Language Development Cards/Practice
Foundational Skills Kit
Companion Worktext

DAY 1
15

Flexible
instructional
plans are
provided for
30-, 45- and
60- minute
sessions

30

DAY 2

Language Support, 414-415

Language Support, 422-423

Set Purpose, 414
Oral Language, 414
• Explore the Essential Question
20

minute plan
25

Shared Read 416-420
“Alaska: A Special Place”
416-417
• Make Connections: Review the
Essential Question
418-420
“Alaska: A Special Place”
• Make Connections: Review
the Essential Question

Set Purpose, 422
423
Vocabulary
• Review Vocabulary
• Domain words

Close Read, 424-427
“Alaska: A Special Place”
• Respond to the Text
“Alaska: A Special Place”
• Respond to the Text

424-425
426-427

30

Language Support, 414-415

45

More Vocabulary
• Introduce Vocabulary
35

minute plan
40

Language Support, 422-423

415

features, among, frozen, sunlight, set,
darkness

• Review Weekly Vocabulary
Words and Phrases, 415
• Suffix -er
• Suffix -est

Oral Language
422
• Academic Language:
Offer Opinions
• Language Development Practice
423
Grammar
• Linking Verbs
• Language Development Cards
423
Fluency
• Pronunciation and Expression
• Foundational Skills Kit: Choral
Reading, Echo Reading, HighFrequency Words, Phonics

45

Language Support, 421

60

50

Speaking and Writing,
• Talk About It
• Write About it
• Present and Discuss

Language Support, 422-423
421

Listening Comprehension
“Where Do You Live?”

422

minute plan
55

60

412

UNIT 4 WEEK 1
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Teachers can customize their
own lesson plans to suit
individual classroom needs

Go Digital

Lessons cover multiple proficiency levels:
Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN LESSON PLANS

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

www.connected.mcgraw-hill.com

KEY
Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced

Day 3 Components

Day 4 Components

Day 5 Components

Companion Worktext
Literature Anthology

Differentiated Text
Companion Worktext
Literature Anthology

Companion Worktext
Differentiated Text

DAY 3
Writing, 429-430
Write to Sources
429
430
Write to Sources
• Analyze the Prompt
• Review the Graphic Organizer
• Examine Student Model
• Talk About It
• Text Evidence
• Grammar
• Connect Ideas
• Your Turn

Language Support, 428
Set Purpose, 428
428
Oral Language
• Retell
• Review Vocabulary

Literature Anthology, 431
Set Purpose, 431
Rain Forests
431

DAY 4

DAY 5

Differentiated Text, 432-433
Set Purpose, 432
“The Grand Canyon”
Respond to the Text

Writing, 436

432
433

• Partner Discussion
• Write

Writing, 434
Write to Two Sources
• Set purpose
• Analyze the prompt
• Gather Text Evidence
• Analyze Text Evidence

Literature Anthology, 435
Set Purpose, 435
Rain Forests
435

Easy visual
shows all
materials
needed for
that day’s
instruction

Set Purpose, 436
436
Write to Two Sources
• “Alaska: A Special Place” and
“The Grand Canyon”
• Analyze the Model
• Write the Response
• Revise
• Present

Written Production
• Diagnose and Prescribe

437

Progress Monitoring, 437
Oral Production
437
• Diagnose and Prescribe

SUGGESTED LESSON PLAN

412_413_EL16_T2_WKPlan_U4W1_131459.indd 413

Daily
instructional
outlines include
suggested
lessons for
each day

Progress Monitoring, 437
434

413

05/05/15 9:40 PM
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Flexible, Targeted Instruction
Language objectives and content
objectives outline student knowledge
covered in the day’s lesson

DAY 1

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED

Shared Read
Language Objectives

• Demonstrate understanding of
cohesion
• Connect ideas
• Ask and answer questions
• Offer opinions
• Expand noun phrases
• Locate and discuss text evidence

Content Objectives

• Compare and contrast
• Identify key details

Materials

Go Digital

• Companion Worktext for
Intermediate/Advanced pp. 228–231
• Visual Vocabulary Cards

• Understand and use suffixes

Read “Alaska: A Special
Place”
Reading Routine
• Build On In preparation for today’s discussions,

Students are
provided a
consistent closeread routine
to help access
complex texts

have partners share what they have learned so far
about Alaska. Have pairs discuss and ask each other
questions about such topics as Alaska’s seasons, the
darkness in Alaska, and why the ground there is
frozen for such long periods of time.

• Read Choral read each paragraph with children.
Ask questions and use strategies provided to help
them understand the text.

• Discuss Use the prompts and sentence frames to
guide the discussion. Ask children to identify text
evidence to explain or justify their responses.

PAGE 228
1 Talk About It Have pairs of children
COLLABORATIVE
chorally read the title, the Essential Question, and the
sentence below it. Remind children that we read from
left to right. Ask a volunteer to point to where to begin
reading the text. Remind children that Alaska is a
location, or a place, in the United States. Point out that
Alaska is a part of the United States. Explain that
unique means “like no other.” Tell children this means
that Alaska is different from all other places.
Have partners take turns reading the questions in
the side column and then work together to answer
the questions orally. Then have partners write their

418

Remind children to take notes as they read the text.

PAGE 229
Paragraph 1
Have children choral
1 Sentence Structure
read the paragraph. Point out cognates montañas,
volcanes, and regiónes. Have partners discuss the three
named features that can be found in Alaska. Then
have children circle the names of these items in the
text. (mountains, glaciers, volcanoes) Point out that all
of these are nouns, as they name things. Explain that
the commas are used to separate items in a list.
Paragraph 2
Read the section title and remind children what
this section is about.
Write Mt. McKinley on the board. Circle Mt. Say:
This is an abbreviation. It is a short way of writing
the word Mount, which is often used as part of the
name of a mountain. Point to Mt. Ask: How do you
pronounce this abbreviation? What does the
abbreviation stand for? (Mount)

Fluency Model reading aloud the second
paragraph, emphasizing the words tallest and just.
Point out that saying these words in this way shows
that they are very important words in the paragraph.
Choral read the paragraph with children.

UNIT 4 WEEK 1
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answers on the lines provided. (Possible answers:
The title tells me that Alaska is a special place. I
can learn from the photo that Alaska has
mountains covered in snow and ice.)
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Instructional guidelines allow teachers to differentiate
instruction according to students proficiency level:
Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
2 Comprehension: Compare and Contrast Have
partners identify the sentence that compares Mt.
McKinley to other mountains in the United States. (The
tallest mountain in the United States is in Alaska.) Tell
children to underline the sentence in the text. Then
have children complete the following sentence frame:
Mt. McKinley is the tallest mountain in the United
States.

Remind children that the suffix -er compares two
things and that the suffix -est compares three or
more things.

INTERMEDIATE Have children draw three
pictures in a row to show mountains that are tall,
taller, and tallest. Tell children to write a phrase
below each picture to describe it, for example, tall
mountain. Have children circle the suffix in taller
and tallest. Tell them to draw an arrow to the
mountain that shows how tall Mt. McKinley is.
(tallest) Tell pairs to discuss the reason for drawing
the arrow to the selected mountain. As necessary,
provide the following sentence frames: I drew an
arrow to this mountain because it is the tallest
mountain. Mt. McKinley in Alaska is the tallest
mountain in the United States.

ADVANCED Have children draw three pictures in
a row to show glaciers that are big, bigger, and
biggest. Tell children to write a sentence below
each picture to describe it, for example, This is a
big glacier. Have children circle the suffix in bigger
and biggest. Tell them to draw an arrow to the
glacier that shows how big the glaciers are in
Alaska. (biggest) Tell pairs to discuss the reason for
drawing the arrow to the selected glacier and to
then write a sentence to tell the reason.
Paragraph 3
Have partners take
3 Specific Vocabulary
turns reading aloud the paragraph and the prompt.
Tell them to discuss the answer to the question and
then to write the answer in their books. (It turns to ice.)

PAGE 230
Paragraphs 1–2
Read the section title and remind children what
this section is about. Choral read the paragraphs
with children.

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1
Cohesion Point out the phrase As a result at the
beginning of the second paragraph. Linking words
and phrases can help you better understand a text.
This sentence begins with the linking phrase as a
result. You can see that a comma follows the linking
phrase. This linking phrase tells you that the author
is explaining why. Also point out that the phrase
connects the second paragraph with the first one.
Have pairs discuss why most people live in the south
of Alaska.
1 Comprehension: Compare and Contrast Ask a
volunteer to read aloud the question in the prompt.
Point out that children have just discussed the answer
to this question. Tell them to write the answer in their
books: It is warmer than the Arctic region.

Ask a volunteer to
2 Sentence Structure
read aloud the prompt. Point out that the commas
separate items in a list. Have children circle the
commas in the text. Tell pairs to work together to
identify the predicate, the part of the sentence that
tells about the three things. Then have children
underline the telling part of the sentence in their own
books. (are almost always frozen)

Condensing Ideas On the board, write: The
ground is almost always frozen. The lakes are
almost always frozen. The rivers are almost always
frozen. Then point out the sentence in the book that
children have just been discussing. By putting
together the nouns in the subject of the sentence
with the word and, the author makes the sentence
more interesting. Have pairs discuss how four
sentences have been put together to form this
sentence in the third paragraph: You can see a
black or brown bear fishing in a river or stream.
(You can see a black bear fishing in a river. You can
see a black bear fishing in a stream. You can see a
brown bear fishing in a river. You can see a brown
bear fishing in a stream.)
Paragraph 3
3 Talk About It Have small groups discuss
COLLABORATIVE
the animals of Alaska. Tell them to draw a picture to
illustrate the three types of bears. Before they begin
their work, point out that a polar bear is white. Have
children write the answer to the question in their
books. (polar bear, black bear, brown bear)

UNIT 4 WEEK 1

416_420_EL16_T2_D1_SR_U4W1_131459.indd 419

Daily instruction
pinpoints ways for
students to access
complex texts

419

Instruction
includes
coverage of
communication
types:
Interpretive,
Productive, and
Collaborative,
as well as
Think Aloud
opportunities.
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Student Text for English Language
Development
Companion Worktext
Accelerate English language development for students
across all proficiency levels.

Beginning
The Beginning level provides targeted scaffolding to build
foundational and language skills to allow students to
progress to the Intermediate/Advanced levels.
Beginning
Companion Worktext

Intermediate/Advanced

Intermediate/Advanced
Companion Worktext

Intermediate/Advanced level provides opportunities for
students to:
• write-in text for close reading annotation
• use the same rigorous text as Wonders with language
scaffolds designed for English learners
• focus on academic vocabulary and phrases
• engage in oral language production

Core Wonders
While building language skills in Wonders for English
Learners, students build their core reading, writing,
listening, and speaking skills with Wonders.

Wonders Reading/Writing
Workshop
12
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Online Differentiated Texts
Shared Read

Text Evidence

Genre • Expository Text
Where can you see tall mountains and large
glaciers? Alaska is the place to see these
land features.

COLLABORATE

Talk About It
Look at the photograph.
Read the title. Talk about
what you see. Use these
words.
Alaska mountain snow

called

Reread the second paragraph.
How is Mt. McKinley different
from other mountains in the
United States? Underline the
answer.

.

Sentence Structure

3

What is in the photograph?

(bkgd) Mimotito/Digital Vision/Getty Images

.

What makes different parts
of the world different?

Take notes as you read the
text.

Read to find out what makes
Alaska special.

The top part of the Grand Canyon is the forest region.

46

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 380L
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Beginning

9

8

008_011_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_BEG_131127.indd 9
4/7/15 8:04 AM

Text Evidence

Shared Read

Genre • Expository Text

4/7/15 8:04 AM

Where can you find mountains, glaciers, and
volcanoes? Alaska is the location you would visit.
Alaska has different regions. In each part of the
state, there are different features.

COLLABORATE

Talk About It
Look at the photograph.
Read the title. Talk about
what you see. Write your
ideas.

Text Evidence

The tallest mountain in the United States
is in Alaska. It is called Mt. McKinley. Some
people go to Alaska just to climb it.
Alaska also has the biggest glaciers in all
of the United States. Glaciers are made when one
layer of snow falls on top of another. The snowfall
becomes very thick. It turns to ice. The growth of
a glacier takes many years to form.

.
What can you learn about
Alaska from the photo?

What makes different parts
of the world different?
.
Take notes as you read the
text.

Read to learn what makes
Alaska unique.

2

Expository Text

Comprehension
Compare and Contrast

Reread the second paragraph.
Underline the sentence that
compares Mt. McKinley to
other mountains in the United
States.
3

What makes different parts
of the world different?

Tall pine trees grow at the top of
the canyon. This region is a forest.
It gets a lot of rain and snow. Deer
and squirrels live here.
Next, you can see the woodland
region. Woodland features include

Expository Text

A desert region is just above the
bottom of the canyon. Sunlight
beats down on this area. It is hot
and dry. Cactus, bighorn sheep,
and lizards live here.

The Grand Canyon is in
Arizona. The canyon is a deep
valley with steep sides. It is a
location many people visit to see
its different environments.

The river region is at the bottom
of the canyon. Different plants
and animals live here. The Grand
Canyon is an amazing place!

.

The top edge, or rim, is the
forest region. Tall pine trees grow
here. This region is the coldest,
and it gets the most rain and
snow. In the winter, the ground is
frozen and covered in snow. Deer
and squirrels live in the forests.
Below the forests, the features
change. The ground becomes
rocky. The trees are smaller. There

Each region of the Grand Canyon is different.

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 470L

031_032_EL16_DT2_U4W1_IND_136805.indd 31

Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

The Grand Canyon

Specific Vocabulary

229

4/7/15 9:55 AM
228_231_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_INAD_132618.indd 229

Essential Question

small trees and rocks. This part of
the canyon gets little rain or snow.
Bobcats, birds, and skunks live in
this region.

is less rain and snow. Bobcats,
skunks, and birds live in this
woodland region.
Just above the bottom of the
canyon is a dry desert region. In
summer, the sunlight beats down
on this area. It is hot. Cactus
plants grow here. Bighorn sheep,
lizards, and other desert animals
live in this area.
The Colorado River flows
across the bottom of the canyon.
Different plants and animals live
here. The Grand Canyon is an
amazing place to see!

31

4/7/15 10:15 AM

Intermediate

228

228_231_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_INAD_132618.indd 228

Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

The Grand Canyon
Many people visit the Grand
Canyon. It is a deep valley with
steep sides. You can walk from
the top of the canyon to the
bottom. You can see different
environments in the Grand
Canyon.

The word thick tells about the
size of the snowfall. What
happens to the thick snowfall
when it forms a glacier?

(bkgd) Mimotito/Digital Vision/Getty Images

Essential Question

Sentence Structure
In the first sentence, commas
separate three things you can
find in Alaska. Circle each of
these things, or features of
Alaska.

Land Features

What does the title tell you?

Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?

1

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
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Reread the third sentence
in the last paragraph. The
word and connects two things
that happen to the layers of
snow. Circle each thing that
happens to make a glacier.

There is ice and

Essential Question

At the top of the Grand Canyon is the forest region.
It has many tall pine trees. It rains and snows a lot here.
Deer and squirrels live here.

Compare and Contrast

Alaska also has the biggest glaciers. Glaciers
are made from layers of snow. The snow builds up
and turns to ice. This takes many years.

Write about what you see.
The text is about a special

Expository Text

A canyon is a deep valley. The Grand Canyon is in
Arizona. It has several parts, or regions. Each region
has a different environment.

Comprehension

2

Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

The Grand Canyon

A land feature is a large or
important part of the land. In
the first sentence, circle two
land features of Alaska.

Land Features
You can see Mt. McKinley. It is taller than all
other mountains in the United States.

What makes different parts
of the world different?

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

1

Essential Question

Specific Vocabulary

1

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Text Evidence

The Grand Canyon is made up of different regions.
Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 490L
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Advanced

4/7/15 9:55 AM

Where can you find mountains, glaciers, and
volcanoes? Alaska is the location you would
visit. Alaska has different regions. In each part
of the state, there are different features.

Land Features
The tallest mountain in the United States
is in Alaska. It is called Mt. McKinley. Some
people go to Alaska just to climb it.
Alaska also has the biggest glaciers in all
of the United States. Glaciers are made when
one layer of snow falls on top of another. The
snowfall becomes very thick. It turns to ice. The
growth of a glacier takes many years to form.

Key

N
W

Essential Question

E
S

Capital

Alaska

Rivers
Mountains
Volcanoes

John R. Delapp/Photolibrary

What makes different parts
of the world different?
Juneau

SPi Global

Read to learn what makes
Alaska unique.

262

263
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Resources for Speaking, Listening,
Reading and Writing
Wonders for English Learners provides daily opportunities for
practice in reading, writing, speaking, and listening, with scaffolded
instructional pathways to help students advance proficiency levels
and build their skills.
Shared Read

Genre • Expository Text

Where can you find mountains, glaciers, and
volcanoes? Alaska is the location you would visit.
Alaska has different regions. In each part of the
state, there are different features.

COLLABORATE

1

Talk About It
Look at the photograph.
Read the title. Talk about
what you see. Write your
ideas.

The tallest mountain in the United States
is in Alaska. It is called Mt. McKinley. Some
people go to Alaska just to climb it.

What does the title tell you?

• Build oral vocabulary
• Engage in meaningful
classroom discussions using text
evidence

Text Evidence
1

Alaska also has the biggest glaciers in all
of the United States. Glaciers are made when one
layer of snow falls on top of another. The snowfall
becomes very thick. It turns to ice. The growth of
a glacier takes many years to form.

.
What can you learn about
Alaska from the photo?

Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?
Read to learn what makes
Alaska unique.

.
Take notes as you read the
text.

Sentence Structure
In the first sentence, commas
separate three things you can
find in Alaska. Circle each of
these things, or features of
Alaska.

Land Features
2

Comprehension
Compare and Contrast

Reread the second paragraph.
Underline the sentence that
compares Mt. McKinley to
other mountains in the United
States.
3

Specific Vocabulary
The word thick tells about the
size of the snowfall. What
happens to the thick snowfall
when it forms a glacier?

(bkgd) Mimotito/Digital Vision/Getty Images

• Frequent opportunities for
collaborative conversations

Text Evidence

.
229

228

4/7/15 9:55 AM

228_231_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_INAD_132618.indd 228

Vocabulary

More Vocabulary

• Build vocabulary before
accessing the Shared Read

• Sentence frames allows
students to practice vocabulary
• Students collaborate with
partners to build their
vocabulary knowledge

14
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COLLABORATE

(tl)SerrNovik/iStock/Getty Images Plus; (tr)Pixtal/age fotostock; (bl)peresanz/iStock/Getty Images Plus/Getty Images; (br)image 100/Alamy

• Visuals provide English learners
vocabulary context

4/7/15 9:55 AM
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Words and Phrases
Suffix -est

Look at the picture and read the word. Then read the sentences.
Talk about the word with a partner. Write your own sentence.

The suffix –est compares three or more
things.
tall + -est = tallest
Dad is the tallest person in our family.

among

features

set

We sat among the flowers.

Mountains are features of the land.

The sun will set at night.

We walked among

big + -est = biggest
Matt picked the biggest apple on the tree.
Read the sentences below. Circle the
word that completes each sentence.

After the sun sets, we
.

features of California.

The giraffe is the
at the zoo.

.

animal
taller

The teacher has the
in the class.
bigger

darkness

frozen

sunlight

He watches stars in the darkness.

The lake's water is frozen into ice.

The sunlight shines through the trees.

At the cinema, people watch

Water gets frozen when

in darkness.

.

226

226_227_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_VOC_INAD_132618.indd 226

desk
biggest

Go Digital Add the words tallest and
biggest to your New Words notebook.
Write a sentence to show the meaning of
each word.

There is sunlight
.

tallest

(t)Ingram Publishing: (b)Adeet Deshmukh

Oral Language

227

4/29/15 5:36 PM
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Text Evidence
1

• Accessing Complex Text
scaffolds support students in
making meaning

Comprehension
Compare and Contrast

Read the first two paragraphs.
Why do most people in
Alaska live in the south?
It
than the Arctic region.
2

• Additional vocabulary support
provided related to the reading
passage

Sentence Structure
Look back at the fourth
sentence. Circle the commas
the separate nouns in the
subject. Underline the
predicate that tells about
these three things.

Daylight and Darkness

Alaska has different temperatures. Northern
Alaska is called the Arctic region. The temperatures
are much colder than inside your freezer. The
ground, lakes, and rivers are almost always frozen.

The seasons are special here, too. In summer,
people celebrate the mild temperate weather. These
lively people also celebrate the sunlight because the
Sun does not set for many days. In one village, the
Sun doesn’t set for more than 80 days! You might be
in bed and still see the Sun shining.

As a result, most people live in the south of
Alaska. It is warmer there. Crops grow well in the
rich soil there.

Animals
Alaska has many different animals. You may spot a
walrus or polar bear among the glaciers. You can see
a black or brown bear fishing
in a river or stream. In
another region, you can
see a moose or caribou.

• Scaffolds for text features

Look back at the first two
paragraphs. What two
seasons are being compared?

Underline details that tell
about daylight and darkness
during these seasons.
2

Specific Vocabulary
Alaskans are people who live
in Alaska. What can happen
in winter that is not eerie or
weird for Alaskans?

Alaska is a very interesting place to live!

What are three things that
make Alaska interesting?

Talk About It
Talk about the animals of
Alaska. Name three types of
bears that live there.

Comprehension
Compare and Contrast

Make Connections
3

ESSENTIAL QUESTION

Walruses live in shallow waters
off the coast of Alaska.

How is where you live different
from Alaska? How is it the
same? TEXT TO SELF

.

230

231

4/7/15 9:55 AM
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Writing

4/7/15 9:55 AM
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Respond to the Text

• Support for identifying text
evidence and writing to sources

COLLABORATE

Partner Discussion Answer the questions. Discuss what you
learned about “Alaska: A Special Place.” Write the page
numbers where you found text evidence.

COLLABORATE

The map shows that Alaska has

.

Page(s):

Alaska has big

.

Page(s):

that are formed when

Alaska has many animals, such as

.

Write Review your notes. Then write your answer to the
Essential Question. Use text evidence to support your answer.
Use vocabulary words in your writing.

What makes Alaska a special place?

Text Evidence

What are interesting things to see in Alaska?

• Leveled frames support leveled
writing requirements and
student output

Alaska has different features, such as
.
You may see animals, such as

Page(s):

.

The seasons in Alaska are special because

Text Evidence

What is special about the weather and seasons?

• Collaborative discussions to
verbalize ideas prior to writing
• Graphic organizers to
synthesize thoughts

1

In winter, the Sun doesn’t rise in some places
in Alaska. These places have more than 60 days of
winter darkness. You could have afternoon soccer
practice in the dark! You might think this would be
eerie, but Alaskans don’t think this is weird. They
are used to the dark winter days.

COLLABORATE

• Opportunities to annotate text

Text Evidence

Temperature Changes

Steven J. Kazlowski/Alamy; (bkgd) Panoramic Images/Getty Images

Reading

COLLABORATE

In the Arctic region,

.

Page(s):

In summer, the Sun

.

Page(s):

But in winter

.

Page(s):

.

COLLABORATE

Group Discussion Present your answers to the group. Cite
text evidence to justify your thinking. Listen to and discuss
the group’s opinions about your answers.

Share Writing Present your writing to the class. Discuss their
opinions. Think about what the class has to say. Do they justify
their claims? Explain why you agree or disagree with their
claims.

I agree with

because

.

I disagree because

.

232

233
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• Student exemplars for modeling
Write to Sources
Take Notes About the Text I took notes about
the text on the web to respond to the prompt:
Why did the author write "Alaska: A Special
Place"? Use details from the text in your answer.

Write About the Text I used my notes to
write about why Alaska is a special place.
pages 228–231

Student Model: Informative Text

The author explains why Alaska

Ángela

tallest mountain
and biggest glaciers
in the U.S.

is a special place in our country.

many different kinds
of wild animals

Alaska has the tallest mountain. It
has the biggest glaciers. Northern
Alaska has very cold temperatures.
The seasons are interesting in Alaska.

Alaska

There are long summer days. Winter

TALK ABOUT IT

COLLABORATE

Text Evidence Draw a box around a
detail that comes from the notes. Why is
this a supporting detail?
Grammar Underline the linking verb in
the fifth sentence. What two things does
the linking verb connect?

Connect Ideas Circle the sentences
that tell about summer and winter. How
can you combine them using the word but?

©Picturenet/Blend Images LLC

is very dark. The author explains why
very cold
temperatures in
northern Alaska

Alaska is interesting and different

Sun does not set
for days in summer,
and in winter it does
not rise in places.

from where I live.

COLLABORATE

Look at the map on page 229.
Write a paragraph that tells why
the author used this map.
Go Digital

Write your response online. Use your editing checklist.

235

234
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Your Turn
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Visual Vocabulary Cards - English
Language Development
These photo-word cards visually introduce specific
vocabulary. Collaborative conversations and activities with
the words provide additional practice for English learners.

among

EL Vocabulary
Unit 4 Week 1

TEACHER TALK

PARTNER TALK
COLLABORATIVE

One word in the selection is among. Say it with
me: among. Follow the vocabulary routine.
1. Define: Among means to be in the middle of
or surrounded by something.

COLLABORATIVE

•

2. Example: We sat among the flowers.
En español: Nos sentamos en medio de las
flores.
3. Ask: What are you sitting among right now?
4. Now let’s look at a picture of the word
among. (Point to the group of children.) The
children sat in a field of flowers. The flowers
were all around the children. The children sat
among the flowers.

•
•

89

EL Vocabulary
Unit 4 Week 1

TEACHER TALK
One word in the selection is darkness. Say
it with me: darkness. Follow the vocabulary
routine.
1. Define: Darkness is when there is no light.
En español, darkness quiere decir “oscuridad,
cuando no hay luz”.
2. Example: We sleep in the darkness at night.
En español: Dormimos en la oscuridad de la
noche.
3. Ask: What is the opposite of darkness?
4. Now let’s look at a picture of the word
darkness. (Point to the boy.) The boy is
watching the stars at night. (Point to the
night sky.) At night, the sky is dark. The boy is
outside in the darkness.

COLLABORATIVE

•
•
•

What are some things people do in the
darkness? Discuss with your partner.
Vocabulary
Talk with your partnerEL
about
how it feels to
be in the darkness. ForUnit
example:
scary,
4 Week
1 quiet.
Now let’s say darkness together three more
darkness darkness,
darkness darkness.
times: darkness,

ELD TEACHER’S EDITION SAMPLER

darkness

90
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
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darkness

PARTNER TALK
COLLABORATIVE

16

among

the forest
Unit 4 Week 1
a parking lot
your neighborhood
What is the opposite of among
among? Talk about
it with your partner.
Now let’s say among together three more
times: among, among, among.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

SerrNovik/iStock/Getty Images Plus/Getty Images

En español, among quiere decir “en medio
de o rodeado de algo”.

I am going to list three different places. With
your partner, discuss what you would be
standing among in those places by saying,
Vocabulary
“I am standing amongEL
___”.

Oral Language Cards - English
Language Development
These cards include illustrations and images from the
Shared Read with instruction and prompts to guide
children to discuss and give opinions about the selection.

Alaska: A Special Place
Talk About the Image

ENGLISH LEARN
LEARNERS

In small groups, take turns asking questions about the
image.
What do you see in this picture?

Where do most people live in Alaska? Most
people live in the _____________ of Alaska.

Where is this large mountain?

Expanding/Intermediate

What is covering the mountain?

How do glaciers form? Glaciers form when
layers of _____________ fall on top of
each other. Then they freeze and turn into
_____________.

Talk About the Selection
Recall and tell what you learned about what makes
different parts of the world different. Use the weekly
vocabulary words to discuss and give an opinion about
“Alaska: A Special Place.”
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
(bkgd) Mimotito/Digital Vision/Getty Images

Emerging/Beginning

Where do most people live in Alaska?
How do glaciers form?

Bridging/Advanced
What two features of Alaska did you find
interesting? Explain your answer. Two
features of Alaska that I found interesting
were _____________ and _____________.
They were interesting because
_____________.

What two features of Alaska did you find
interesting? Explain your answer.

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1

16
1

Into the Sea
Talk About the Image

ENGLISH LEARN
LEARNERS

In small groups, take turns asking questions about what
is happening in the image.
Where is it?

Point to the picture of the sand castle.
Where is the sand castle? The sand castle
is on a _____________.

Can you describe what’s happening in this picture?

Expanding/Intermediate

Talk About the Selection

What are two things that cause erosion?
Two things that cause erosion are
_____________ and the _____________.

What do you see in this picture?

Recall and tell what you learned about how the Earth
changes. Use the weekly vocabulary words to discuss
and give an opinion about “Into the Sea.”
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
Dennis Novak/Photographer’s Choice/Getty Images

Emerging/Beginning

Where is the sand castle?
What are two things that cause erosion?
Based on what you’ve learned about erosion, is it a
good idea to build houses near the ocean? Explain
your answer.

17
1

Bridging/Advanced
Based on what you’ve learned about
erosion, is it a good idea to build houses
near the ocean? Explain your answer.
I _____________ it is a good idea to
build houses near the ocean because
_____________.

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 2
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Assessment
Progress Monitoring

ALL LEVELS

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

Progress Monitoring

In the Teacher’s Editions, each week’s instructional plan
includes progress monitoring instruction for teachers to:
• assess students’ written and oral production

Written Production

Oral Production

ALL LEVELS After children have finished their

Now that children have completed the week, you can
assess their language proficiency to help determine
their readiness to move to the next scaffolding level.

BEGINNING/INTERMEDIATE

Have children
write a few sentences in response to the following
prompt: Think about what you have learned this week
about different parts of the world. Tell three things you
know about different parts of the world. Tell children
you will ask them questions about what they wrote.

• inform instruction

ADVANCED

Use the paragraph children wrote in
Write to Two Sources for evaluation.

Level Up charts help teachers determine when students are
ready to move to the next
proficiency level.

BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

ive
Format ent
Assessm

writing, meet with them one on one. After you’ve
read their sentences or paragraphs, ask questions
about what they wrote. You might ask them to
expand on a fact or idea they included or to explain
why they included certain information.

Diagnose and Prescribe Chart
Use the following chart to guide you in assessing
children’s work.

Written Production

Oral Production

IF
children don’t use academic language and lesson
vocabulary in their writing

IF
children respond to questions with one-word
answers

THEN
review academic language and lesson vocabulary
in context.

THEN
repeat their answer using a complete sentence.
Then have them try again.

IF
children aren’t including enough details and
vocabulary

IF
children don’t use academic and domainspecific vocabulary

THEN
review using descriptive words and richer vocabulary.

THEN
give appropriate vocabulary and have them
restate their answers using the words.

IF
children make mistakes with cohesion

IF
children realize that they used an incorrect term
when answering a question

THEN
review sequence words and have them combine or
condense ideas to improve the flow of their writing.

If BEGINNING children are
able to write and/or use
learned vocabulary that
they’ve acquired during the
week, they may be ready to
move to the next level for
some tasks.

LEVEL
UP

Unit Progress Monitoring

THEN
remind them to self-correct their speech.

If INTERMEDIATE children
are able to write and express
ideas through recombination
of learned vocabulary in
different settings, with
support, they may be ready
to move to ADVANCED
scaffolds for some tasks.

If ADVANCED children are
able to write and express
ideas to meet a variety of
academic tasks, they may be
ready to move to on-level for
some tasks.

UNIT 4 WEEK 1

At the end of each unit in the Teacher’s Edition, teachers can
use data from the following sources to inform instruction and
make Level Up decisions:
• Unit Assessment

• Foundational Skills Kit

• Observational Rubrics

• Adaptive Learning

436_437_EL16_T2_D5_PM_U4W1_131459.indd 437
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• Language Development Kit
UNIT 4

PROGRESS MONITORING
Level Up

TESTED SKILLS

Q

LISTENING AND READING
COMPREHENSION:

Q

VOCABULARY:

• Unit Vocabulary Words

Q

GRAMMAR:

Q

• Verbs and Verb Phrases

• Listening Actively

• Sentences

• Presenting

• Reading Closely

• Adding Details

• Writing

• Text Structure

• Pronouns

• Supporting Opinions

• Cohesion

Use the following chart, along with your Student Profiles, to guide your Level Up decisions.

SPEAKING
AND WRITING:

LEVEL
UP

• Retelling/Recounting

If BEGINNING level students
are able to do the following,
they may be ready to move
to the INTERMEDIATE level:

If INTERMEDIATE level students
are able to do the following,
they may be ready to move
to the ADVANCED level:

If ADVANCED level students
are able to do the following,
they may be ready to move
to on-level:

• participate in collaborative
conversations using basic
vocabulary and grammar and
simple phrases or sentences
• discuss simple pictorial or text
prompts

• participate in collaborative
conversations using appropriate
words and phrases and complete
sentences
• use limited academic vocabulary
across and within disciplines

• participate in collaborative
conversations using more
sophisticated vocabulary and
correct grammar
• communicate effectively across a
wide range of language demands
in social and academic contexts

• identify details in simple readalouds
• understand common vocabulary
and idioms and interpret language
related to familiar social, school,
and academic topics
• make simple inferences and make
simple comparisons
• exhibit an emerging receptive
control of lexical, syntactic,
phonological, and discourse
features

• identify main ideas and/or make
some inferences from simple readalouds
• use context clues to identify word
meanings and interpret basic
vocabulary and idioms
• compare, contrast, summarize,
and relate text to graphic
organizers
• exhibit a limited range of
receptive control of lexical,
syntactic, phonological, and
discourse features when
addressing new or familiar topics

• determine main ideas in readalouds that have advanced
vocabulary
• use context clues to determine
meaning, understand multiplemeaning words, and recognize
synonyms of social and academic
vocabulary
• analyze information, make
sophisticated inferences, and
explain their reasoning
• command a high degree of
receptive control of lexical,
syntactic, phonological, and
discourse features

• express ideas and opinions with
basic vocabulary and grammar
and simple phrases or sentences
• restate information or retell a
story using basic vocabulary
• exhibit an emerging productive
control of lexical, syntactic,
phonological, and discourse
features

• produce coherent language with
limited elaboration or detail
• restate information or retell a story
using mostly accurate, although
limited, vocabulary
• exhibit a limited range of
productive control of lexical,
syntactic, phonological, and
discourse features when
addressing new or familiar topics

• produce sentences with more
sophisticated vocabulary and
correct grammar
• restate information or retell a
story using extensive and accurate
vocabulary and grammar
• tailor language to a particular
purpose and audience
• command a high degree of
productive control of lexical,
syntactic, phonological, and
discourse features

• Text Structure

Additional Assessment Options

COLLABORATIVE

• Foundational Skills
º Conduct assessments using the Practice and Assessment pages from the
Foundational Skills Kit.
• LAS Links Benchmark Assessments
º Use the LAS Links Benchmark Assessments to measure students' language
proficiency and progress throughout the year.

Reteaching Options
• Use the online Reteaching lessons for vocabulary, comprehension, and writing.
INTERPRETIVE

• Use the Language Development Cards for grammar and vocabulary.
• Use the Foundational Skills Lesson Cards for phonological awareness, phonemic
awareness, phonics, word recognition, structural analysis, and fluency.

Create a Student Profile
Record data from the following resources in the Student Profile charts on pages 320–321 of
the Assessment book.
COLLABORATIVE

INTERPRETIVE

PRODUCTIVE

• Collaborative Conversations Rubrics
• Listening
• Speaking

• Leveled Unit Assessment:
• Listening Comprehension
• Reading Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Grammar
• Presentation Rubric
• Listening
• Wonders Unit Assessment

• Weekly Progress Monitoring
• Leveled Unit Assessment
• Speaking
• Writing
• Presentation Rubric
• Speaking
• Write to Sources Rubric
• Wonders Unit Assessment

PRODUCTIVE

Unit Wrap Up

The Foundational Skills Kit, Language Development Kit, Adaptive Learning, and LAS Links Benchmark
Assessments provide additional student data for progress monitoring.

• Publishing Party You may choose to have students choose and present their best
writing from the unit.
• Oral Language Cards Students can discuss their favorite selection using the oral
language prompts.
• Additional Selections Students can talk about any additional selections they read
or heard during this unit.
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Unit Assessments and Rubrics
FO R E N
G LI S H LE A R N E
RS

Unit Assessments enable teachers
to assess students’
Assessment
Grade 2 in the reading, writing,
language proficiency development
speaking, and listening skills taught in each respective unit.
Unit Assessments are leveled for Beginning, Intermediate,
and Advanced students and include:
• Listening Comprehension
• Grammar
S
FOR EN
GLISH LEARNER

• Speaking

• Vocabulary

• Writing

Assessment
Assessment

• Reading Comprehension

S
FOR EN
GLISH LEARNER

English Language Development
• Unit Assessment
• Rubrics

Answer keys, rubrics, and writing anchor papers make it
quick and easy to score the assessments. The Assessment
resources also include a student self-assessment, peer
assessment, and observational rubrics.

www.mheonline.com/readingwonders

2

Grade 2

Online Unit Assessments can be accessed
through ConnectED
CR16_ELDAS2_CV_131619.indd 1

2/9/15 1:00 PM

Grade 2 • Unit 4
Introduction to the Unit Assessment
This Unit Assessment is designed to measure
children’s mastery of the skills taught in the
unit. The test assesses Listening
Comprehension, Reading Comprehension,
Vocabulary, Grammar, Speaking, and
Writing.

Listening Comprehension,
page 146
Have children turn to page 146. Read the
directions at the top of the page and make
sure children understand them. Then read the
following passage.

Reading Comprehension,
pages 147–152
Have children turn to page 147. Read the
directions at the top of the page and make
sure children understand them. Then have
children turn to page 148. Read the directions
at the top of the page and make sure children
understand them. Say: Read each item
carefully. Choose your answers. Make your
marks dark and neat. Model how to match for
Read the passage “How Water
question 4.

Leading the way
in language assessments

Changes.” Then answer

Numbers
tosecond
10. selection and
Repeat
this step for7the
questions 7–10 on pages 150–152. Model how
to match for question 9. Have children answer
items 3 through 10 and stop at the end of
page 152. Then say: When you finish
answering items 3–10, put down your pencils
and look at me.

How Water Changes

Every year, the Gomez family takes a
trip. Once, they went to the mountains.
Luis hiked in the cool weather.
Once, they went to the beach. Luis’s
sister, Eva, liked the beach more. She
built a sand castle. She leaped in the
waves. Luis liked the mountains more
than the beach.

Vocabulary,
pages 153–154

Yesterday, Dad asked, “Where do you
want to go this year?”
Mom said, “Let’s go someplace new!”

Name:

Date:

Now answer Numbers 7 to 10. Use “How Water Changes”
toyou
answer
questions.
Water covers most of the Earth. Do
knowthe
that
water
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Say: Choose one answer. Then fill in the circle
next to the answer. Make your marks dark
and neat. Demonstrate how to mark the
answers. Read each question and the answer
choices and have children answer items 1
and 2. Say: When you finish, put down your
pencils and look at me.

Have children turn to pages 153 and 154.
Read the directions at the top of the page
and make sure children understand them.
Say: Fill in the circle next to the answer.
Mark your answers carefully. Make your
marks dark and neat. When you finish, put
down your pencils and look at me. Have
children answer items 11–18 and stop at the
end of page 154.

can change forms?

7

LAS Links® Second Edition

Liquid
Partwe
A:wash
Which
words best tell what causes water to
Water can be liquid. We drink water, and
with
it. We swim in it, too. We see water whenchange?
it rains. We see it
in oceans.
A rain and oceans

a6604000_K-5_EG_PT_LASC.indd 3

Part B: Which sentence best tells a cause and an
effect?

Gas
Unit Assessment
Water can also be a gas. Water changesAtoWe
gas drink
whenwater.
it
gets very hot. This happens when we boil water. The hot
liquid.
liquid water becomes a gas. You can see it BriseWater
out ofcan
thebe
pot.
C When
water gets cold, it freezes.
Water can change form. But one thing stays
the same.
Water is an important resource on Earth.

140 Grade 2 • Unit 4

04/27/15 6:56 PM

150

Grade 2 • Unit 4

147_152_EL16_ASSMT_2_U4_BEG_RC_131619.indd 150
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8

Read the following paragraph.

Water canGO
beON
liquid. We drink water, and we wash with
it. WeUnit
swim
in it, too. We see water when it rains. We
Assessment
see it in oceans.
Why does the author give examples? Pick two choices.
04/27/15 7:05 PM

A

to tell how water freezes

B

to tell how we use water

C

to tell where we see water

D

to tell why it rains
GO ON

Unit Assessment

Grade 2 • Unit 4

05/08/14 1:48 AM

LAS Links Assessments

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Solid
B cold and heat
Water can be solid. When water gets cold,
it freezes.
Rain
C snow
and ice
changes to snow when it is cold! We can put water in our
freezers. It changes to pieces of frozen water, or ice cubes!

140_141_EL16_ASSMT_2_U4_BEG_TS_131619.indd 140

GRADES

Placement Test – Examiner’s Guide K-5

This question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then,
answer part B.

151

LAS Links provides reliable K–12 English
language proficiency assessments, including
both a Placement Test and Summative Forms
C and D, that inform placement decisions and
measure growth across the school year. These
assessments can be used in conjunction with
Wonders for English Learners.

3/30/15 8:45 PM

147_152_EL16_ASSMT_2_U4_BEG_RC_131619.indd 151

Program: EL16

Component: ELD Assessment

Vendor: LD

Grade: 2
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Language Development Kit
The Language Development Kit provides systematic, research-based
resources to help students build key language skills.

Language Development
Cards

S
FOR EN
GLISH LEARNER

Language
Development
Cards
English Language Development

LESSON

HELPING/LINKING VERBS

15

MATERIALS:
Language Development
Practice, pp. 85–87

OBJECTIVE:
• Correctly identify and use helping verbs and linking verbs.

Go Digital

Introduce the Concept

Provide targeted instruction in language
and grammar skills

I
Do

Grades 2–3

Model the Skill

Explain that helping and linking verbs help
an action verb or link the subject to the
rest of a sentence.
Tell students that a linking verb can be the
only verb in a sentence: They are afraid.
A helping verb, however, needs to help
another verb in a sentence: They are riding
the bus. The verb are is helping the verb
riding.
List some common linking verbs:
• am, is, are, was, were, have, has, had.

Write and Read:
• We are near my house. I may be late
for dinner.
Circle are in the first sentence.
• The word are is a linking verb.
Circle may in the second sentence.
• The word may is helping the verb be in
this sentence.
Repeat with the following sentence pairs:
• He is cold. You have found a blanket.
• They were awake. They had heard a
noise.

Interactive Examples

Corrective Feedback

Write and Read:
• It is muddy.

We
Do

Ask: Is there a linking verb or a helping
verb in this sentence? What is it? (is).
Have a volunteer circle is.
Ask: Why is the word is a linking verb?
• You were at the beach. You did collect
shells, didn’t you?
• I am worried. I should wait for my
packages.
Guide students to identify verbs.

If students struggle to use helping and
linking verbs, provide modeling as needed:
• Her eyes were green.
• You are coming with us.
• We had visited the fountain.

Oral Practice

Written Practice

Collaborate: Have partners complete
sentence frames with both verb types.
• ______+ linking verb + adjective or –ing
• ______+ helping verb + verb + noun.
• ______ ______ (preposition + noun).

Provide each student with a copy of
Practice pages 85–87 that corresponds to
his or her proficiency level. Go over the
examples and have partners work together
to complete the exercises.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

You
Do

Remind students that a linking verb is
the only verb in a sentence. A helping
verb has to have another verb in the
sentence. Identify incorrect categorization
of linking and helping verbs and point out
appropriate responses.

A

Language Transfers Handbook

Grammar Transfers

Phonics Transfers:
Sound-Symbol Match
Sound-Symbol Match

Spanish

Cantonese

Vietnamese

Consonants
/b/ as in bat
/k/ as in cat
/k/ as in kitten

q
q
q

q
q
q

q
q
q

q

q
q
q
q

q
q
q
q
q

/k/ as in peck
/d/ as in dog
/f/ as in farm
/g/ as in girl
/h/ as in ham

q
q

/j/ as in jet, page, ledge
/I/ as in lion
/m/ as in mat
/n/ as in night
/p/ as in pen
/kw/ as in queen
/r/ as in rope
/s/ as in sink, city
/t/ as in ton
/v/ as in vine
/w/ as in wind
/ks/ as in six
/y/ as in yak

q
q
q
q
q
q

q
q
q

5.

6.

Increase Writing and Speaking Opportunities Increase the amount of structured
writing and speaking opportunities for students needing work on specific
grammatical forms. Sentence starters and paragraph frames such as those found in
the lessons, are ideal for both written and oral exercises. Plays, memorizing short
poems, focused conversations, and song lyrics are other ways of doing this.

Sample Student Practice

Focus on Meaning Always focus on the meaning of sentences in all exercises.
As students improve and fine-tune their English speaking and writing skills, work with
students on basic comprehension of spoken and written English.

• Give a number from 1-3 to each pair of words based on sound and appearance (how
they look). The number 1 means they are not at all alike, or similar. The number 3
means that they are almost the same.

This chart can be used to address common mistakes that some English learners make
when they transfer grammatical forms from their native languages into English.

Native language does not use
a plural marker or students do
not transfer.

3.

Countable and
Uncountable
Nouns

Confuses countable and
uncountable nouns
the homeworks or the
informations

Tagalog, Spanish

Countable and uncountable
nouns are different in English
and native language.

4.

Possessives

Uses prepositions to describe
possessives
the book of my brother as
opposed to my brother’s book

Hmong, Spanish,
Vietnamese, Arabic

Avoids using ’s
dog of my father as opposed
to my father’s dog

Vietnamese

Consistently omits articles
He has book. They want dog
not cat.

Cantonese, Hmong,
Korean, Vietnamese,
Arabic, Tagalog

There is no article in the native
language or no difference
between the and a.

Overuses articles
The English is difficult.
The soccer is popular in
the Europe.

Hmong, Spanish,
Arabic, Tagalog,
Cantonese, Korean

Some languages use articles
that are omitted in English.

Mistakes one for a/an
She is one nurse.

Hmong, Vietnamese,
Korean, Arabic,
Tagalog, Cantonese

q

/TH/ as in that

q

q

q

q
q

Short Vowels
/a/ as in cat

a/an

/i/ as in kid
/o/ as in spot

q
16

/u/ as in cup

001_024_EL16_LTH_139110.indd 10
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body

Spanish

boda

Sound (1-3)

2

Appearance
(1-3)

Same
meaning?
(yes/no)

Are they
cognates?
(yes/no)

1

No

No

3

Yes

Yes

The elephant has a very large body.
2.

Cantonese, Hmong,
Korean, Vietnamese,
Arabic, Spanish

color

color

2

My favorite color is green.
appeared

parecía

Laura appeared tired and ready to go to sleep.
ill

enfermo

Lucia is ill with a fever and a cough.
Possession is often described
using a prepositional phrase.

5.

expression

expresión

He had a happy expression on his face.
6.

A noun follows the object in
the native language.

morning

mañana

The sun rises in the morning.
7.

Articles

/th/ as in path

20

1.

Cause of Difficulty

Forgets plural marker -s
I have 3 sister.

q

/hw/ as in whistle

10

Native Language

Plural
Marker -s

/sh/ as in shadow

/e/ as in net

Transfer Mistakes
in English

English

Nouns

Digraphs

/ng/ as in sting

• In the last column, write “yes” if you think the words are cognates and write “no”
if you think they are not.

Grammatical Form
Grammatical
Form

Student Practice: Cognates are words in two different languages that look
similar, sound similar, and mean approximately, or almost the same thing.
Work with a partner. Fill in the chart below:

• Look up the words in a dictionary or try using the Spanish word in the English example
sentence to see whether it makes sense. If the words mean the same or almost the
same, write “yes” in the Same Meaning column. Write “no” if they do not.

Grammar Transfers:

/z/ as in zebra
/ch/ as in cheek, patch

COLLABORATE

Cognates

Phonics Transfers

Provides support for sound, phonics, and grammar transfers in
eight languages, as well as sample cognate lessons

native

nativo

Raul is a native of Argentina.
8.

government

gobierno

The city government built a public park.
9.

real

real

My sandals are made of real leather.
10.

The native language either
does not use articles or uses
articles differently; or one and
a/an are the same words.

actual

actual

The actual cost of the movie tickets was more than I thought.
Diane August and Erin Haynes, Center for English Language Learners, American Institutes for Research.
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Language Development Practice
Provides opportunities for students to practice language and grammar
skills at their proficiency levels

15A: Helping/Linking Verbs

15A: Helping/Linking Verbs

15A: Helping/Linking Verbs

Name

Name

Name

Linking verbs join the subject to the rest of the sentence.
They are in the car.
Helping verbs help another verb in the sentence.

Linking verbs join the subject to the rest of the sentence.

Linking verbs join the subject to the rest of the sentence.

Helping verbs help another verb in the sentence.

Helping verbs help another verb in the sentence.
A. Circle the linking verbs. Underline the helping verbs.

A. Circle the sentences that use linking verbs. Place an X
over the sentences that use helping verbs.

They are driving to the bank.

1. Worms were crawling in the dirt.

1. a. A worm is in the dirt.

Read the sentences. Write L next to each sentence that has
a linking verb. Write H next to each sentence that has a
helping verb.

2. The farmer has chased five pigs.

b. Worms were in the dirt.

3. I am a firefighter.

c. Worms were crawling in the dirt.

1. Worms were in the dirt.

4. They have several hammers.

2. a. The farmer has five pigs.

5. He did stop the truck.

b. The farmer is feeding five pigs.

2. We might read the books.

c. The farmer has chased five pigs.

4. He did stop the truck.
2. I am a firefighter.

Helping Verbs
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

1. We might read the books.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

3. I am a firefighter.
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

B. List the types of verbs from the sentences on the
lines below.

B. Write the verb(s) on the line. Decide if it is a linking verb
or a helping verb. Write your answer on the line below.

Linking Verbs

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

5. She is using this hammer.
3. He did stop the truck.

6. The farmer has five pigs.

TEACHER: Read the directions and questions to students. Guide students to complete
the exercise, providing support as needed.

86
Grades 2-3

Grades 2-3

TEACHER: Read the directions and questions in Part A and Part B to students. Guide
students to complete each exercise, providing support as needed.

TEACHER: Read the directions and questions in Part A and Part B to students. Guide
students to complete each exercise, providing support as needed.

Grades 2-3

87

85

Photo Cards

26

boy
© Macmillan/McGraw-Hill
photo © Comstock/SuperStock
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Foundational Skills Kit
The Foundational Skills Kit covers phonological awareness,
phonemic awareness, phonics, structural analysis, word recognition,
and fluency to target instruction for students requiring extra
support in foundational skills.
Lesson

33 Phonics

Lesson 33 Phonics Silent Letters: wr, kn, gn, mb, sc
Materials:

Silent Letters:

• Sound-Spelling Cards; WorkBoards
• Letter Cards; Word-Building Cards
• Practice, pp. 150–152
• Decodable Reader Vol. 7

wr, kn, gn, mb, sc

Blend

Build

Quick Check Can students blend
Q
words with silent letters? If not, provide
additional modeling and guided practice
using the words in “You Do” and on
Phonics Card 52.

RF.3.3

Display the Thumb SoundI Do
Spelling Card. Write thumb on the board.
Circle mb. Say: Thumb. The final sound is
/m/. The sound /m/ is sometimes spelled
with the letters mb. Underline the b. The
b is silent. Write knit, scent, gnat, write and
repeat for /n/ kn, /s/ sc, /n/ gn, /r/ wr.

Write

L.2.2

L.3.2f

Say /ē/ and have students write the letter
or letters that stand for the sound on their
WorkBoards. Have them write the letters kn
for the /n/ sound. Then have students use the
letters to write knee. Model how to segment
the word to scaffold the spelling. Repeat
for scene, gnash, wrist, limb. When students
finish, write the correct letters and words for
them to self-correct.

RF.2.3e

RF.3.3

Objective Read words in connected text

You Do Use Letter Cards to display the
words wreck, lamb, sign, know and scene.
Have students blend the sounds for each
word. Then have them write the words and
circle the silent letters.

Have students read “Knotty Pine Park” in
the Decodable Reader. Use Decodable
Text Routine Card RC4. Define story words
something and watch prior to reading. Review
these high-frequency words, as needed: the,
said, do, of, you, around, was, down, people.
Check students’ comprehension. Ask:

Give students a copy of Practice, page 150.
Go over the examples in exercises A and B.
Then have students complete the page.

Decodable
Reader

odable
der

7

Read

RF.2.3e

RF.3.3

Objective Read words in connected text

Give students a copy of Practice, page 152.
Have students read the passage. Use
Decodable Text Routine Card RC4. Define
the story words castle, you’re, door, and heard
prior to reading. Review these highfrequency words lived, other, please, once.

Give students a copy of Practice, page 151.
Work together to complete the first item.
Then have students complete the page.
Corrective Feedback Provide corrective
feedback using Phonics Card 49 with
write, wrote.

B

A

Gre

L.3.2f

Say /a/, /t/ and have students write the letter
or letters that stand for each sound on their
WorkBoards. Have them write the letters gn
for the /n/ sound. Then have students use the
letters to write gnat. Model how to segment
the word to scaffold the spelling. Repeat for
scent, knight, wrote, climb. When students
finish, write the correct letters and words for
them to self-correct.

You Do Distribute Letter Cards. Guide
students, using the routine above, to build
the following words: know, knee; wring,
wrist; crumb, thumb.

1. Where did Wren and her pals meet? (at
Knotty Pine Park)
2. What did Wren and her pals do at the
park? (They made a parade.)

Corrective Feedback Provide corrective
feedback using Phonics Card 49 with
wrist, limb, gnarl, knew.

L.2.2

Objective Write words with silent letters

at R a c e D a y

www.mheonline.com/readingwonderworks

Decodable Readers
It was time for Sprat Creek’s skating
contest. Trey and Ava planned to skate.
“I hope I win again,” Trey said.
“Hey, I think you will!” said Ava. “You
are eight years old now.”

by Robyn Saunders
illustrated by Kersti Frigell
1
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Read

Write

We Do Display Word-Building Cards g, n, a,
and t to form the word gnat. Say: Let’s
blend the sounds together and read the
word: /nnnaaat/. Now let’s change the
last letter in gnat to form the word gnash.
What letters will we change? That’s right.
We’ll change the t to sh. Run your finger
under each letter as you say the sounds.
Say: /nnnaaash/, gnash. The word is gnash.
Continue with lamb, limb; knob, knot;
scene, scent.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

We Do Repeat the routine with crumb.
Have students blend the word with you.
Guide students to write crumb on their
WorkBoards and circle the silent letter.
Repeat with wrap, knee, gnash, scissors.

VOLUME

Quick Check Can students build and
Q
blend
words with silent letters? If not,
b
provide additional modeling and guided
practice using the words in “You Do” and
on Phonics Card 52.

RF.3.3

Review silent letters kn, gn, wr, sc,
I Do
mb. Display Word-Building Cards k, n, o,
c, k to form the word knock. Say: These are
the letters k and n. Together they stand for
/n/. This is the letter o. It stands for /o/. The
letters c and k stand for /k/. I will blend /n/,
/o/, and /k/ together: /nnnoook/, knock.
The word is knock. Now I will change the
vowel to form the word knack. Change
the o to a. I changed o in knock to a.
/nnnaaak/, knack. Continue with wreck and
wren.

Objective Write words with silent letters

Display Word-Building Cards t, h, u, m,
b. Say: These are the letters t and h. They
stand for /th/. This is the letter u. It stands
for /u/. These are the letters mb. Together
they stand for /m/. Listen as I blend:
/thuuummm/, thumb. Repeat with knit,
scent, gnat, write.

A

RF.2.3e

Objective Build words with silent letters

RF.2.3e

Objective Blend words with silent letters

Lesson Cards

Go Digital
• Phonics: Silent Letters
Mini-Lesson
• “Knotty Pine Park”
Decodable Reader eBook

Letter Naming and Sight Words

Letter Naming and Sight Words
Name:

Date:

Record Sheet, Test 3
is

see

here

me

Date:

__ /5

#
of errors

Sight Word Fluency

was

she

of

does

__ /5

to

and

the

he

was

__ /5

this

they

want

my

with

__ /5

have

me

we

she

come

__ /5

good

said

who

where

have

__ /5

see

look

said

with

of

__ /5

little

play

go

like

can

__ /5

like

who

too

where

are

__ /5

more

ate

few

__ /5

they

for

what

you

does

__ /5

by

they

over

use

__ /5

am

any

boy

from

into

__ /5

very

began

another

then

jump

__ /5

happy

flew

well

fun

new

__ /5

love

been

eyes

only

great

__ /5

put

pretty

why

other

green

__ /5

brown

poor

color

right

found

__ /5

friend

should

would

about

small

__ /5

year

month

money

young

away

__ /5

more

wonder grow

walk

push

brought

poor

because picture

father

large

__ /5
__ /5
__ /5

Total number of words read in one minute
Number of errors
Accuracy rate (use Oral Reading Accuracy formula)

A150
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day

two

picture question

instead brother busy
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Materials:

High-Frequency Words

Step 2: Spell

High-frequency words are the most common
words in the English language. The words
taught are derived from established word
lists, such as the Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary
list of the top 220 words (no nouns), the Fry
top 100 words, and the American Heritage
Word Frequency Book top 150 words in
printed school English. Because these
words are so common in English school
text, mastery of these words is necessary
to fluent reading. Many of these words
trip up struggling readers and can impede
comprehension when incorrectly identified
during reading.

Spell aloud the word said. Have students
repeat. Say: The word said is spelled s-a-i-d.
Spell it with me: s-a-i-d.

Display the High-Frequency Word Card
for said. Say: This is the word said. What is
the word? Have students chorally repeat the
name of the word.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Provide practice by guiding children to
complete sentence frames by writing the
high-frequency word.

for

do

come

me

__ /5

see

too

said

look

want

__ /5

where

you

play

little

help

__ /5

does

have

good

this

has

__ /5

but

yes

say

way

find

__ /5

make

start

small

yellow

eight

__ /5

around funny

under

black

again

__ /5

year

their

once

young

better

your

mother

their

because love

month

surprise

another friend

__ /5
__ /5

eyes

__ /5

children busy

__ /5

Total number of words read in one minute

Accuracy rate (use Oral Reading Accuracy formula)

Number of errors
A152

Accuracy rate (use Oral Reading Accuracy formula)
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Program: RI14

Component: FSA

Vendor: Element

Grade: 2–3

PDF

Photo Cards

Have students write the word multiple times
as they spell it aloud. Say: Watch as I write the
word said. I will say each letter as I write the
word. s-a-i-d. Model writing the word on the
board. Now it is your turn. Write the word said
five times. Spell it aloud as you write it.

Tell students that throughout the year you
will be introducing them to high-frequency
words that will appear in many texts they
read.

__ /5

my

© Macmillan/McGraw-Hill
photo © Comstock/SuperStock

Step 3: Write

Step 1: Read

are

boy

When appropriate, point out any spelling
patterns students have learned to help them
distinguish the word. Say: What’s the first
sound you hear in said? (/s/) What letter have
we learned for the /s/ sound? (s) What letter do
you see at the beginning of the word said? (s).
Repeat with the ending sound and letter.

When introducing high-frequency words to
students, use the Read/Spell/Write Routine
that follows.

we

26

• High-Frequency Word cards
• Speed Drills, Practice pages 288–303
• Oral Reading Fluency Progress Chart,
Practice page 306

Read/Spell/Write

can

Number of errors

Foundational Skills Assessment • Letter Naming and Sight Words

Routine

__ /5

4/10/13 3:01 PM

Program: RI14

he

enough tomorrow listen

Total number of words read in one minute

Foundational Skills Assessment • Letter Naming and Sight Words

A139_A154_RI14_PSA_23_130005.indd A150

is
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one

toward

#
of errors

Sight Word Fluency

to

enough brother over

Date:

Record Sheet, Test 5

Record Sheet, Test 4
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Practice and
Assessment

has

Name:
#
of errors

Sight Word Fluency

Name:

Letter Naming and Sight Words

oy th
Letter Cards and
Word-Building Cards

Sound-Spelling Cards

every
soon
High-Frequency Word Cards

A

Lesson Cards

Sound-Spelling Workboard
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Digital Resources
Wonders for English Learners
can be taught in print, digital,
or blended format to meet
all classroom needs. All
print resources are available
on a dynamic, adaptive,
customizable platform.

Lesson Planner
• Customizable lesson planner
• Combines English Language Arts
and English Language Development
instruction
• Includes designated ELD lessons for
Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced
students
• Gear icon allows teachers to open the
lesson, move, or add to the “Holding Bin”
for later use

24
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eBooks with Audio
Support
• Companion Worktext eBooks provide
audio support with tracking and
interactive tools
• Summaries of the Shared Read and
Literature Anthology selections are
available in eight languages

Adaptive Learning
• Allows students to practice skills at their
own pace and instructional levels
• Provides dynamic and interactive content
for an intuitive user experience
• Finds the students’ gaps and determines
activities, interactions and sequences to
promote students’ success

ELD TEACHER’S EDITION SAMPLER
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Strategies for Classroom Discussions
Providing multiple opportunities to speak in the classroom and welcoming all levels of
participation will motivate English learners to take part in class discussions and build
oral proficiency. These basic teaching strategies will encourage whole class and small
group discussions for all language proficiency levels of English learners.

KEY
Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced

q

WAIT/DIFFERENT RESPONSES

Be sure to give students enough time to answer
the question. They may need more time to
process their ideas.
Let students know that they can respond in
different ways depending on their levels of
proficiency. Students can:

• answer in their native language; then you
can rephrase in English

• ask a more proficient EL speaker to
repeat the answer in English

• answer with nonverbal cues.
Teacher: How would you describe Charlotte?
EL Response: Very nice.

Repeating an answer allows you to model
the proper form for a response. You can model
how to answer in full sentences and use academic
language.
When you repeat the answer, correct any
grammatical or pronunciation errors.

Teacher: Who are the main characters in
the story Zathura?

EL Response: Danny and Walter is.
Danny and Walter is the characters.
Danny are main characters and Walter.

Teacher: Yes. Danny and Walter are the
main characters. Remember to use the verb
are when you are telling about more than
one person. Let’s repeat the sentence.

Teacher: Yes. Charlotte is very nice and caring.

All: Danny and Walter are the main characters.

REPEAT

Give positive confirmation to the answers that
each English learner offers. If the response is
correct, repeat what the student has said in a
clear voice and at a slower pace. This validation
will motivate other English learners to participate.

Teacher: How would you describe the faces of
the bobcats?

EL Response: They look scared.
They look scared of the lions.
They look scared of the lions waiting behind
the bush.

Teacher: That’s right, Silvia. They are scared.
Everyone show me your scared face.

28

REVISE FOR FORM

She is nice.
She is very nice to Wilbur.

q

vi

q
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q

REVISE FOR MEANING

Repeating an answer offers an opportunity to
clarify the meaning of a response.

Teacher: Where did the golden feather
come from?

EL Response: The bird.
It came from the bird.
The golden feather came from the bird in
the sky.

Teacher: That’s right. The golden feather
came from the Firebird.

TEACHER’S EDITION

q

ELABORATE

If students give a one-word answer or a nonverbal cue, elaborate
on the answer to model fluent speaking and grammatical patterns.

Stretch Photography/Blend Images/Getty Images

Provide more examples or repeat the answer using proper academic
language.

Teacher: Why is the girls’ mother standing with her hands on her hips?
EL Response: She is mad.
She is mad at the girls.
She is mad at her two daughters.

Teacher: Can you tell me more? Why is she mad?
EL Response: Because the girls are late.
She’s mad because the girls are late.
She’s mad because her daughters are late coming home.

q

ELICIT

Prompt students to give a more comprehensive response by asking additional
questions or guiding them to get to an answer.

Teacher: Listen as I read the caption under the photograph. What
information does the caption tell us?

EL Response: Butterfly
It tells about the butterfly.
It tells about the butterfly in the meadow.

Teacher: What did you find out about the butterfly?
EL Response: It has nectar.
It drinks a lot of nectar.
It drinks nectar from every flower.

Teacher: Yes. The butterfly drinks nectar from the flower.

ELD TEACHER’S EDITION SAMPLER
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UNIT 4

UNIT OVERVIEW

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

Teacher’s Edition pp. 410-437

Teacher’s Edition pp. 438-463

Teacher’s Edition pp. 464-489

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:

What makes different parts of the
world different?

How does the Earth change?

How are kids around the world
different?

•

•

Language Support
• Oral Language
• More Vocabulary: features, frozen,
darkness, sunlight, set, among
• Words and Phrases
– Suffix -er
– Suffix -est
• Speaking and Writing
• Listening Comprehension
• Grammar

(l) Tai Power Seeff/The Image Bank/Getty Images; (c) Michael Melford/Riser/Getty Images; (r) Floresco Productions/Corbis

– Linking Verbs
• Fluency
Shared Read
• “Alaska: A Special Place”
Close Read
• “Alaska: A Special Place”
Writing
• Write to Sources
• Write to Two Sources
Differentiated Text
• “The Grand Canyon”
• Respond to the Text
Literature Anthology
• Rain Forest
Progress Monitoring
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•

Language Support
• Oral Language
• More Vocabulary: circled, crash,
pieces, crumble, cliffs, weak
• Words and Phrases
– near, nearby

Language Support
• Oral Language
• More Vocabulary: carve, leaped, pair,
sprinkled, includes, welcome
• Words and Phrases
– Root Words celebrate

– onto, on
• Listening Comprehension
• Grammar

– Multiple Meaning Words last
• Listening Comprehension
• Grammar

– Helping Verbs
• Fluency

– Irregular Verbs
• Fluency

Shared Read
• “Into the Sea”

Shared Read
• “Happy New Year!”

Close Read
• “Into the Sea”

Close Read
• “Happy New Year!”

Writing
• Write to Sources
• Write to Two Sources

Writing
• Write to Sources
• Write to Two Sources

Differentiated Text
• “Landslides”
• Respond to the Text

Differentiated Text
• “Celebrating Fall Twice”
• Respond to the Text

Literature Anthology
• Volcanoes

Literature Anthology
• Dear Primo: A Letter to My Cousin

Progress Monitoring

Progress Monitoring

>> Go Digital

CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN LESSON PLANS
www.connected.mcgraw-hill.com

WEEK 4

WEEK 5

WEEK 6

Teacher’s Edition pp. 490-515

Teacher’s Edition pp. 516-541

Teacher’s Edition pp. 542-543

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:

How can we understand nature?

What excites us about nature?

•

Language Support
• Oral Language
• More Vocabulary: embarrassed, hold,
raced, remain, polite, guest
• Words and Phrases
– Root Words large

Language Support
• Oral Language
• More Vocabulary: slide, gently, cheek,
crunch
• Poetry Terms
– alliteration, simile

– Suffix –ly
• Listening Comprehension
• Grammar

– alliteration, simile, repetition
• Listening Comprehension
• Grammar

– Irregular Verbs
• Fluency

– Contractions
• Fluency

Shared Read
• “Why the Sun and Moon Live in
the Sky”

Shared Read
• “Snow Shape,” “Nature Walk,”
“In the Sky”

Close Read
• “Why the Sun and Moon Live in
the Sky”

Close Read
• “Snow Shape,” “Nature Walk,”
“In the Sky”

Writing
• Write to Sources
• Write to Two Sources

Writing
• Write to Sources
• Write to Two Sources

Differentiated Text
• “How the Chipmunk Got Its Stripes”
• Respond to the Text

Differentiated Text
• “Butterflies Everywhere!”
• Respond to the Text

Literature Anthology
• How the Beetle Got Her Colors

Literature Anthology
• April Rain Song, Rain Poem

Progress Monitoring

Progress Monitoring

Unit Assessment
• Listening Comprehension
• Reading Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Grammar
• Speaking
• Writing
Additional Assessment Options
• Foundational Skills Assessment
• LAS Links Benchmark Assessments
Reteaching Options
• Online Reteaching Lessons
• Language Development Cards
• Foundational Skills Lesson Cards
Unit Wrap Up
Level Up
(l) age fotostock/SuperStock; (r) Chase Dekker Wild-Life Images/Moment/Getty Images

•

PROGRESS
MONITORING
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UNIT 4

UNIT OPENER

COMPANION WORKTEXT, Beginning pp. 2–3;
Intermediate/Advanced, pp. 222–223

The Big Idea
COLLABORATIVE

How do different environments make the world an
interesting place?

Talk About It
Focus children on the photograph. Review the
term environment, and guide children to discuss
what they see in the photograph.
Ask: What do you see in this environment? In
this environment, there are
.
(plants and trees, river, waterfall)
Have children read the Big Idea aloud. Review
interesting (cognate: interesante), and guide
children to discuss interesting environments they
visited or learned about.
Have children discuss with partners or in groups,
and then share their ideas with the class.

BEGINNING
Review words that describe an environment,
such as trees, forest, sand, ocean, beach, and
410 ELD
UNIT
OPENER EDITION SAMPLER
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lake. Model and guide children to describe an
environment in complete sentences.

INTERMEDIATE
Guide children to use a variety of verb tenses as
they discuss an environment they visited. Then
guide them to tell about the weather and the
plant and animal life where they live.

ADVANCED
Guide children to add details as they describe
two different environments.

M U SIC L I N K S
Introduce a song at the start of the unit. Go to
www.connected.mcgraw-hill.com Resources:
Multimedia: Music to find audio recordings,
song lyrics, and activities.

Collaborative Conversations
COLLABORATIVE

Throughout this unit, students engage in class, small group, and partner discussions. The
chart below provides prompt frames and response frames that will help students at different
language proficiency levels interact with each other in meaningful ways.
You may want to post these frames in the class for student reference. Also remind students to
follow turn-taking rules during all discussions.

CORE SKILLS

PROMPT FRAMES

RESPONSE FRAMES

Elaborate and
Ask Questions to
Request Clarification

Can you tell me more about it?
Can you give some details on…?
Can you be more specific?
What do you mean by…?
How/Why is that important?

I think it means that…
In other words…
It’s important because…
It’s similar to when…

Support Ideas with
Text Evidence

Can you give any examples from the text?
What are some examples from other texts?
What evidence do you see for that?
How can you justify that idea?
Can you show me where the text says that?

The text says that…
An example from another text is…
According to…
Some evidence that supports
that is…

Build On
and/or Challenge
Partner’s Idea

What do you think of the idea that…?
Can we add to this idea?
Do you agree?
What are other ideas/points of view?
What else do we need to think about?
How does that connect to the idea…?

I would add that…
I want to follow up on your idea…
Another way to look at it is…
What you said made me think of….

Paraphrase

What do we know so far?
To recap, I think that…
I’m not sure that was clear.
How can we relate what I said to the topic/
question?

So, you are saying that…
Let me see if I understand you…
Do you mean that…?
In other words…
It sounds like you are saying that…

Determine the
Main Idea and
Supporting Details

What have we discussed so far?
How can we summarize what we talked
about?
What can we agree upon?
What are the main points or ideas we can
share?
What relevant details support the main
points or ideas?
What key ideas can we take away?

We can say that…
The main idea seems to be…
As a result of this conversation,
we think that we should…
The evidence suggests that…

Unit 4
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WEEK 1

SUGGESTED LESSON PLAN
Different Places
ESSENTIAL QUESTION

What makes different parts of the world different?
Day 1 Components

Day 2 Components

Companion Worktext
ELD Visual Vocabulary Cards
Visual Vocabulary Cards

Language Development Cards/Practice
Foundational Skills Kit
Companion Worktext

DAY 1
15

30

DAY 2

Language Support, 414-415

Language Support, 422-423

Set Purpose, 414
Oral Language, 414
• Explore the Essential Question
20

minute plan
25

Shared Read 416-420
“Alaska: A Special Place”
416-417
• Make Connections: Review the
Essential Question
418-420
“Alaska: A Special Place”
• Make Connections: Review
the Essential Question

Set Purpose, 422
423
Vocabulary
• Review Vocabulary
• Domain words

Close Read, 424-427
“Alaska: A Special Place”
• Respond to the Text
“Alaska: A Special Place”
• Respond to the Text

424-425
426-427

30

Language Support, 414-415

45

More Vocabulary
• Introduce Vocabulary
35

minute plan
40

Language Support, 422-423

415

features, among, frozen, sunlight, set,
darkness

• Review Weekly Vocabulary
Words and Phrases, 415
• Suffix -er
• Suffix -est

Oral Language
422
• Academic Language:
Offer Opinions
• Language Development Practice
423
Grammar
• Linking Verbs
• Language Development Cards
423
Fluency
• Pronunciation and Expression
• Foundational Skills Kit: Choral
Reading, Echo Reading, HighFrequency Words, Phonics

45

Language Support, 421

60

50

minute plan
55

60
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Speaking and Writing,
• Talk About It
• Write About it
• Present and Discuss

Language Support, 422-423
421

Listening Comprehension
“Where Do You Live?”

422

Go Digital

CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN LESSON PLANS
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www.connected.mcgraw-hill.com

KEY
Beginning
Intermediate
Advanced

Day 3 Components

Day 4 Components

Day 5 Components

Companion Worktext
Literature Anthology

Differentiated Text
Companion Worktext
Literature Anthology

Companion Worktext
Differentiated Text

DAY 3
Writing, 429-430
Write to Sources
429
430
Write to Sources
• Analyze the Prompt
• Review the Graphic Organizer
• Examine Student Model
• Talk About It
• Text Evidence
• Grammar
• Connect Ideas
• Your Turn

Language Support, 428
Set Purpose, 428
428
Oral Language
• Retell
• Review Vocabulary

Literature Anthology, 431
Set Purpose, 431
Rain Forests
431

DAY 4

DAY 5

Differentiated Text, 432-433
Set Purpose, 432
“The Grand Canyon”
Respond to the Text

Writing, 436

432
433

• Partner Discussion
• Write

Writing, 434
Write to Two Sources
• Set purpose
• Analyze the prompt
• Gather Text Evidence
• Analyze Text Evidence

Literature Anthology, 435
Set Purpose, 435
Rain Forests
435

Set Purpose, 436
436
Write to Two Sources
• “Alaska: A Special Place” and
“The Grand Canyon”
• Analyze the Model
• Write the Response
• Revise
• Present

Progress Monitoring, 437
434

Written Production
• Diagnose and Prescribe

437

Progress Monitoring, 437
Oral Production
437
• Diagnose and Prescribe

ELD SUGGESTED
TEACHER’S EDITION
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DAY 1

ALL LEVELS

Language Support
Language Objectives

• Expand on lesson vocabulary
• Recognize and understand suffixes

Content Objectives

• Understand expository text
• Compare and contrast

Materials

Go Digital

• Companion Worktext for Beginning
pp. 4–7 and Intermediate/Advanced
pp. 224–227
• ELD Visual Vocabulary Cards
• Visual Vocabulary Cards

Set Purpose

The trees are tall and green. The weather is
warm. The Sun is shining through the trees.

This week we will be studying the language in the
expository text “Alaska: A Special Place.”
Discussing the language in the text will help you
understand what the author is saying. Today we
will find out why Alaska is a special place and how
it is different from other places in the world.

Discuss the word different (cognate: diferente).
Display two identical small balls: These balls are
the same. They are both red. They are both small.
Next, display one of the small red balls alongside a
larger ball of a different color: These balls are
different. Hold the smaller ball higher: This ball is
small and red. Hold up the larger ball: This ball is
big and blue. Hold up the larger ball again: How is
this ball different from the other ball? This ball is
big and blue.

Oral Language
EXPLORE THE ESSENTIAL QUESTION
What makes different parts of the world different?

Use the Graphic Organizer Direct children’s
attention to the graphic organizer on the righthand page of the Weekly Opener. We have seen
this type of graphic organizer many times before.
What is it called? (an idea web) Point to the center
circle and choral read the title of the idea web
with children: Where I Live. Then have children
complete the web to tell what it is like where they
live. Ask them to share their answers with the class.
COLLABORATIVE

Talk About It Focus partners on the

photograph on the left-hand page of the Weekly
Opener and have them discuss how this part of the
world is different from other parts. Who do you see
in the photograph? (a family) Where is the family
walking? (in a forest) What is like there? Describe
it. Provide the following sentence frames as needed:

4 WEEKEDITION
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Next, display a globe: This is our world. Have children
point to the globe and repeat. Place small sticky notes
on several countries. Point to each: This is a part of our
world. This is a place in our world. These places are
different. They are different sizes. They are different
shapes, but they are all part of our world. Ask children
to complete the frame: These places are all different,
but they are all part of our world.

BEGINNING

Direct children’s
attention to the sentence frames at the bottom of
page 5. Choral read the sentence frames. Have
partners use the words from the idea web to
complete the sentences.
COLLABORATIVE

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Direct
children’s attention to the sentence frames at the
bottom of page 225. Have partners choral read the
sentence frames and use the words from their idea
webs to complete the sentences.
COLLABORATIVE

ALL LEVELS

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

More Vocabulary
For each level, introduce More Vocabulary from
“Alaska: A Special Place,” using the ELD Visual
Vocabulary Cards. Follow the Define/Example/Ask
routine for each word. Highlight morphology and
identify any cognates in the children’s primary
language. Then have children complete the Partner
Talk activity.

BEGINNING

Teach vocabulary frozen
(p. 10) and darkness (p. 11). Discuss the photos and
examples on page 6. Have children complete the
activities about the words. Model answering the
questions using the sentence frames and have
children do the same.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Teach vocabulary
among (p. 230), darkness (p. 231), features (p. 229),
frozen (p. 230), set (p. 231), and sunlight (p. 231).
Highlight any morphology that will help children.
For example, point out that -ness at the end of
darkness tells children that the word is a noun.
Have children circle the -ness.
After children complete the vocabulary sentence
frames on pages 226–227, have partners ask each
other questions using the vocabulary words.
COLLABORATIVE

Review Weekly Vocabulary Display

the Visual Vocabulary Cards eerie, growth, layers,
lively, location, region, seasons, temperate. Have
partners discuss the words using the photos and
sentences. Then have them make up sentences with
the words, using the sentence frames.
PRODUCTIVE

ALL LEVELS Have children write

phrases that include the weekly vocabulary words
and More Vocabulary words in their notebooks––
pairing each adjective with a noun in a way that
makes sense.

Words and Phrases

as you say: I am cold. Have children echo and
mimic. Then rub your arms and hands again, but
more swiftly; act as though you are shivering: I am
colder! Have children echo and mimic. Point out the
world cold on the board. Read it aloud, and have
children echo. Then point to -er, and say: I can add
the suffix -er to the word cold to mean “more,” so
when I say I am colder, this means that I am more
cold. Repeat a similar routine with warm + er =
warmer. Have partners complete the frames on
page 7: Winter is colder than summer. Summer is
warmer than winter.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Suffix -est
Have children turn to page 227. The suffix -est
compares three or more things. On the board, draw
a simple sketch of three stick figures in row,
making each noticeably taller than the one that
precedes it. Pointing to each figure as appropriate,
say: tall, taller, tallest. Repeat, having children
echo and point along with you. Write tall + est =
tallest as you explain: You can add the suffix -est
when you compare three or more things. Repeat
the routine with three circles in a row and big,
bigger, biggest. Have children complete the Words
and Phrases activities on page 227.

INTERMEDIATE Display a simple picture you
have drawn of three flowers in a row––to illustrate
tall, taller, tallest. All three flowers should have the
same appearance––except for height and color.
Have pairs take turns coming forward, pointing to
the tallest flower, and then using the color to
describe the tallest flower while pointing to it. As
necessary, provide this frame: The pink flower is
the tallest flower. Repeat the routine with a
picture of three boxes of different colors and sizes:
The red box is the biggest box.

ADVANCED Utilizing the flower and box pictures
you have drawn, ask partners to discuss the
pictures, describing them with the words tallest,
shortest, biggest, and smallest, as well as the color
adjectives, for example, The blue flower is the
shortest flower.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Write Have
INTERPRETIVE

BEGINNING

Suffix -er Have

children turn to page 227. On the board, write:
cold + er = colder. To indicate that you are cold, rub
your hands and arms, as if you are trying to warm
yourself. Make gestures indicating that you are cold

partners write two original sentences—one each for
the words tallest and biggest—and orally share
them. Then have them record their sentences,
underlining the words tallest and biggest, in their
notebooks.
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DAY 1

BEGINNING

Shared Read
Language Objectives

• Demonstrate understanding of
cohesion
• Connect ideas
• Ask and answer questions
• Expand noun phrases
• Locate and discuss text evidence
• Understand and use suffixes

Content Objectives

• Compare and contrast
• Identify key details

Materials

Go Digital

• Companion Worktext for Beginning
pp. 8–11

Read “Alaska: A Special
Place”
Reading Routine
• Build On In preparation for today’s discussions,
have children share and discuss what they’ve learned
so far about Alaska.

• Read Choral read each paragraph with children.
Ask questions and use strategies provided to help
children understand the text.

• Discuss Use the prompts and sentence frames to
guide the discussion. Have children point to or identify
text evidence to support their responses.

PAGE 8
1 Talk About It Have pairs of children
chorally read the title, the Essential Question, and the
sentence below the Essential Question. Remind
children that we read from left to right. Ask a volunteer
to point to where to begin reading the text. Remind
children that the photos in an informational text will
help them understand the text.
COLLABORATIVE

Have partners take turns reading the questions in
the side column and then work together to answer
them, using the boldfaced words at the top of the
column: Alaska, mountain (cognate: montaña), and
snow. Point out that Alaska is a proper noun; it
names a specific place. Remind children to take
notes as they read the text.

4 WEEKEDITION
1
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PAGE 9
Paragraph 1
Chorally read the
1 Specific Vocabulary
paragraph. What is a land feature? A land feature is
a large or important part of the land. What are two
words in the paragraph that name land features?
(mountains, glaciers) Have children circle these words.
Paragraph 2
Read the section title and remind children what
this section is about. Remind children of the
pronunciation of Mt. Then have children choral read
the paragraph. Point out that Mt. is an abbreviation
often used in the name of a mountain. Remind children
that an abbreviation is a short form of a word.
2 Comprehension: Compare and Contrast Have
children answer the question in the prompt. Mt.
McKinley is different because it is taller than the
other mountains. Have partners work together to
locate and underline the answer in the text.
Paragraph 3
Have pairs read the
3 Sentence Structure
paragraph. Have them draw a box around the word
and in the third sentence. What two things happen to
the layers of snow to make a glacier? The snow builds
up and turns to ice.

PAGE 10
Paragraphs 1–2
Read the section title and remind children
what this section is about. Choral read the

BEGINNING

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

paragraphs with children. Point out the
cognate región.

PAGE 11

1 Comprehension: Compare and Contrast Have
children use this sentence frame to tell how the
temperature is different in the south of Alaska: The
temperature is warmer in the south of Alaska than
in northern Alaska. Guide children in drawing a box
around the sentence It is warmer there. Point out the
-er suffix in warmer as you remind children that
warmer means “more warm.”

Read the section title and remind children what
this section is about. Chorally read the paragraphs.

Connect Ideas Have partners read the second
paragraph again. Point out the connecting word So.
Explain that this connecting word makes the text
clearer and smoother. Point out that so in this
sentence means “as a result” or “because of this.”
On the board, write: It is cold in northern Alaska.
Most people live in the south of Alaska. It is cold in
northern Alaska, so most people live in the south of
Alaska. Ask children to tell which word connects the
two sentences. The word so connects the two
sentences.
Chorally read the
2 Specific Vocabulary
prompt and have children circle the word soil. Have
children reread the second paragraph and answer the
question in the prompt. (the south of Alaska)
Paragraph 3
Read the section title and remind children what
this section is about. Point out the cognate
animales. Choral read the paragraph. Review the
meaning of the verb spot.
On the
3 Sentence Structure
board, write: Black bears fish in the streams. Brown
bears fish in the streams. Read each sentence aloud
and have children repeat. Then write: Black bears and
brown bears fish in the streams. Point out the first two
sentences. How did the author put these two sentences
together? Have partners use this sentence frame to
answer. The author put the two sentences together
by adding the word and. Guide children in recognizing
and discussing the fact that putting the sentences
together makes the information more interesting and
easier to understand. Have pairs work together to find
and underline the part of the sentence that tells what
black bears and brown bears do. (fish in the streams)

Paragraphs 1–2

1 Comprehension: Compare and Contrast Have
children scan the two paragraphs for ways Alaska is
different in the summer and the winter. Have pairs
work together to draw boxes around the two seasons
being compared. (summer, winter) Then have children
answer the question in the prompt by completing the
sentence frames. In summer, the Sun does not set for
days. In winter, the Sun does not rise in some places.
2 Talk about It Have partners use this
sentence and frame to talk about why people are used
to days without sunshine in Alaska. People spend
many days without sunlight in Alaska. There may be
more than 60 days of darkness in some places. After
children have their discussions, tell them to complete
the sentence frame in their books to answer the
question in the prompt. (60 days of)
COLLABORATIVE

Paragraph 3
Have children choral read the final sentence on the
page. Point out the cognate interesante.
Ask children to use this frame to identify the word
the author uses to tell about Alaska: The author
says that Alaska is an interesting place. Write
these adjectives on the board and have pairs
discuss the state as they add a different adjective
to tell about Alaska: big, cold, icy. Alaska is a/an
_____ place.

INTERPRETIVE

PRODUCTIVE

Make Connections Review the Essential

Question and have partners use the vocabulary they
have learned to discuss the features that make
Alaska an interesting place. Then have them discuss
how Alaska is different from the place where they
live––and how it is the same. Provide sentence frames
as necessary, and have children write answers after
discussing them. Alaska is interesting because it has
_____, _____, and _____. Alaska is different from
where I live because it has _____. Alaska is like
where I live because it has _____.
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DAY 1

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED

Shared Read
Language Objectives

• Demonstrate understanding of
cohesion
• Connect ideas
• Ask and answer questions
• Offer opinions
• Expand noun phrases
• Locate and discuss text evidence
• Understand and use suffixes

Content Objectives

• Compare and contrast
• Identify key details

Materials

Go Digital

• Companion Worktext for
Intermediate/Advanced pp. 228–231
• Visual Vocabulary Cards

Read “Alaska: A Special
Place”
Reading Routine
• Build On In preparation for today’s discussions,
have partners share what they have learned so far
about Alaska. Have pairs discuss and ask each other
questions about such topics as Alaska’s seasons, the
darkness in Alaska, and why the ground there is
frozen for such long periods of time.

• Read Choral read each paragraph with children.
Ask questions and use strategies provided to help
them understand the text.

• Discuss Use the prompts and sentence frames to
guide the discussion. Ask children to identify text
evidence to explain or justify their responses.

PAGE 228
1 Talk About It Have pairs of children
chorally read the title, the Essential Question, and the
sentence below it. Remind children that we read from
left to right. Ask a volunteer to point to where to begin
reading the text. Remind children that Alaska is a
location, or a place, in the United States. Point out that
Alaska is a part of the United States. Explain that
unique means “like no other.” Tell children this means
that Alaska is different from all other places.
COLLABORATIVE

Have partners take turns reading the questions in
the side column and then work together to answer
the questions orally. Then have partners write their

40
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answers on the lines provided. (Possible answers:
The title tells me that Alaska is a special place. I
can learn from the photo that Alaska has
mountains covered in snow and ice.)
Remind children to take notes as they read the text.

PAGE 229
Paragraph 1
Have children choral
1 Sentence Structure
read the paragraph. Point out cognates montañas,
volcanes, and regiónes. Have partners discuss the three
named features that can be found in Alaska. Then
have children circle the names of these items in the
text. (mountains, glaciers, volcanoes) Point out that all
of these are nouns, as they name things. Explain that
the commas are used to separate items in a list.
Paragraph 2
Read the section title and remind children what
this section is about.
Write Mt. McKinley on the board. Circle Mt. Say:
This is an abbreviation. It is a short way of writing
the word Mount, which is often used as part of the
name of a mountain. Point to Mt. Ask: How do you
pronounce this abbreviation? What does the
abbreviation stand for? (Mount)

Fluency Model reading aloud the second
paragraph, emphasizing the words tallest and just.
Point out that saying these words in this way shows
that they are very important words in the paragraph.
Choral read the paragraph with children.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
2 Comprehension: Compare and Contrast Have
partners identify the sentence that compares Mt.
McKinley to other mountains in the United States. (The
tallest mountain in the United States is in Alaska.) Tell
children to underline the sentence in the text. Then
have children complete the following sentence frame:
Mt. McKinley is the tallest mountain in the United
States.

Remind children that the suffix -er compares two
things and that the suffix -est compares three or
more things.

INTERMEDIATE Have children draw three
pictures in a row to show mountains that are tall,
taller, and tallest. Tell children to write a phrase
below each picture to describe it, for example, tall
mountain. Have children circle the suffix in taller
and tallest. Tell them to draw an arrow to the
mountain that shows how tall Mt. McKinley is.
(tallest) Tell pairs to discuss the reason for drawing
the arrow to the selected mountain. As necessary,
provide the following sentence frames: I drew an
arrow to this mountain because it is the tallest
mountain. Mt. McKinley in Alaska is the tallest
mountain in the United States.

ADVANCED Have children draw three pictures in
a row to show glaciers that are big, bigger, and
biggest. Tell children to write a sentence below
each picture to describe it, for example, This is a
big glacier. Have children circle the suffix in bigger
and biggest. Tell them to draw an arrow to the
glacier that shows how big the glaciers are in
Alaska. (biggest) Tell pairs to discuss the reason for
drawing the arrow to the selected glacier and to
then write a sentence to tell the reason.
Paragraph 3
Have partners take
3 Specific Vocabulary
turns reading aloud the paragraph and the prompt.
Tell them to discuss the answer to the question and
then to write the answer in their books. (It turns to ice.)

PAGE 230
Paragraphs 1–2
Read the section title and remind children what
this section is about. Choral read the paragraphs
with children.

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1
Cohesion Point out the phrase As a result at the
beginning of the second paragraph. Linking words
and phrases can help you better understand a text.
This sentence begins with the linking phrase as a
result. You can see that a comma follows the linking
phrase. This linking phrase tells you that the author
is explaining why. Also point out that the phrase
connects the second paragraph with the first one.
Have pairs discuss why most people live in the south
of Alaska.
1 Comprehension: Compare and Contrast Ask a
volunteer to read aloud the question in the prompt.
Point out that children have just discussed the answer
to this question. Tell them to write the answer in their
books: It is warmer than the Arctic region.

Ask a volunteer to
2 Sentence Structure
read aloud the prompt. Point out that the commas
separate items in a list. Have children circle the
commas in the text. Tell pairs to work together to
identify the predicate, the part of the sentence that
tells about the three things. Then have children
underline the telling part of the sentence in their own
books. (are almost always frozen)

Condensing Ideas On the board, write: The
ground is almost always frozen. The lakes are
almost always frozen. The rivers are almost always
frozen. Then point out the sentence in the book that
children have just been discussing. By putting
together the nouns in the subject of the sentence
with the word and, the author makes the sentence
more interesting. Have pairs discuss how four
sentences have been put together to form this
sentence in the third paragraph: You can see a
black or brown bear fishing in a river or stream.
(You can see a black bear fishing in a river. You can
see a black bear fishing in a stream. You can see a
brown bear fishing in a river. You can see a brown
bear fishing in a stream.)
Paragraph 3
3 Talk About It Have small groups discuss
the animals of Alaska. Tell them to draw a picture to
illustrate the three types of bears. Before they begin
their work, point out that a polar bear is white. Have
children write the answer to the question in their
books. (polar bear, black bear, brown bear)
COLLABORATIVE
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DAY 1

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
INTERMEDIATE Have small groups divide a

PRODUCTIVE

INTERMEDIATE Have children write a

phrase as a label for each bear: polar bear, black
bear, brown bear. Tell them to discuss how they
decided which label to write below each bear.

ADVANCED Have children write one or two
sentences to describe each bear.

PAGE 231
Paragraphs 1–2
Read the section title and remind children what
this section is about. Choral read the paragraphs
with children.
1 Comprehension: Compare and Contrast Have a
volunteer read aloud the question in the prompt. Then
have pairs discuss the answer. (summer, winter) Tell
children to underline details that tell about daylight
and darkness during summer and winter.

Explain that
2 Specific Vocabulary
different states have different names for the people
who live there. Point out Alaskans. Alaskans are
people who live in Alaska. Tell children the word that
names people in your state. Have a volunteer read
aloud the question in the prompt. Tell pairs to work
together to identify the answer. Then have children
write the answer on the lines provided. (afternoon
soccer practice in the dark)

sheet of paper into two columns. Tell them to label
the columns Same and Different. Guide children in
writing phrases or creating illustrations to complete
the columns. Point out that children may use
phrases from the text to tell about Alaska. Circulate
as groups do their work, and prompt as necessary.
When the columns are complete, have children use
this sentence frame to tell whether they would
rather live in Alaska or in the location where they
live now: I think it is better for me to live in
______.

ADVANCED Have small groups discuss the
answer to the question regarding similarities and
differences. Then tell group members to discuss
whether they would rather live in Alaska or in their
current location. Tell children to explain why. Have
them use phrases such as: I think, I feel, I agree
with ______. I do not agree with ______.
Make Connections Review the Make
Connections Essential Question: What are three
things that make Alaska interesting?

INTERMEDIATE Have small groups discuss the
answer to the question. As needed, provide these
sentence frames: One thing that is interesting
about Alaska is ______. Another thing that is
interesting about Alaska is ______. A third thing
that is interesting about Alaska is ______.

INTERMEDIATE Have children write to complete

ADVANCED Have small groups discuss the

this sentence frame: People who live in Alaska are
called Alaskans. Then have children orally tell the
noun that names people in your state.

answer to the question. Based on comments by
group members, have children compile a list of
things about Alaska that are interesting. Then have
groups share their lists with the class.

ADVANCED Tell children to write one sentence
that includes the noun that names people who live
in Alaska and one sentence that names people who
live in your state. Then have children use both
proper nouns in a short paragraph.
Paragraph 3
Have children choral read the final sentence on the
page. Then tell pairs to read it aloud to one
another. Point out the cognate interesante.

Compare and Contrast: Offering Opinions
Have a volunteer read aloud the final question: How
is where you live different from Alaska? How is it
the same?
4 WEEK
1
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UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

Language Support
Language Objectives

• Paraphrase Information
• Form opinions
• Present information

Materials

Go Digital

• Companion Worktext for Beginning
pp. 8–11 and Intermediate/Advanced
pp. 228–231

Content Objectives

• Write sentences to respond to a
statement.

Speaking and Writing
COLLABORATIVE

Talk About It Have partners discuss this

statement: There are many interesting kinds of
land features. Tell children to name one place
where people can see mountains and glaciers; have
them explain how glaciers are formed. Ask children
to cite evidence from the selection and answer in
complete sentences.
People can see mountains and glaciers in Alaska.

together. Tell each pair of children to read their
texts, and have the listening pair restate the
information presented. Children should use these
words: I heard you say
. I agree/disagree
Then have children reverse their roles.
Videotape presentations for children to watch and
critique.

PRESENTATION CHECKLIST
Remind children to:
Speak clearly and slowly.

Glaciers form from layers of snow. The snow
turns into ice.
PRODUCTIVE

.

Speak loudly enough for all to hear.
Practice your presentation.

Write About It Have partners work

together to write 2–4 sentences to describe land
features.

BEGINNING

Word Wall Add the following words to your Word
Wall for children to refer to during the week.

Provide sentence frames to help
children record their ideas.

Word

Cognate

INTERMEDIATE Have partners work

different

diferente

collaboratively to write a few sentences about the
statement. If children have difficulty remembering
land features, point out parts of the text that
contain helpful information.

features
location

ADVANCED Tell partners to work together to

mountain

write a paragraph about the statement. If children
have difficulty finding text evidence to support
their sentences, remind them to go back through
the selection, noting text and photos.

place
region

montaña

región

Present and Discuss After children have finished
their writing, have groups of four children work
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DAY 2

ALL LEVELS

Language Support
Language Objectives

• Understand linking verbs
• Use academic and domain-specific
vocabulary
• Read aloud fluently
• Adjust language appropriately for a
specific setting

Content Objectives

• Offer and support opinions related to
the text

Interactive Read Aloud
ARCTIC
OCEAN

• Answer questions about the
Interactive Read Aloud

Materials

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pacific
Coast
States

Go Digital

New
England
States

Rocky
Mountain
States

Midwestern
States

Language Development Practice
ELD Visual Vocabulary Cards
Visual Vocabulary Cards
Language Development Card 15A
Fluency Cards 1 and 5A
Routine Card R5A
Phonics Cards 33 and 34

Southwestern
States

Middle
Atlantic
States

Southern
States

• Interactive Read Aloud

Set Purpose

ADVANCED Have children write a few sentences
offering an opinion about Alaska.

Today, we will continue looking closely at the
informational text “Alaska: A Special Place.”
Reading the text again will help you understand
the text and answer the Essential Question: What
makes different parts of the world different? You
will also offer opinions about which part of Alaska
would be better a better place to live. And we will
learn about the different parts of our country when
we listen to “Where Do You Live.”

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Have children

Oral Language
Academic Language: Offer
Opinions Remind children that an opinion tells
COLLABORATIVE

what someone thinks or feels.

BEGINNING

Offer Opinions Model an example

of offering an opinion: I think Alaska is a good
place to live. Then ask: What is your opinion about
Alaska? Provide this sentence frame: I think Alaska
_____. Provide children with language options to
complete the sentence: looks pretty, is nice, sounds
fun. Then have children share their opinions with
the group. For more sentence frames for offering an
opinion, see Language Development Practice.

INTERMEDIATE Provide an example of offering
an opinion: I think I would like to live in the south
of Alaska. What is your opinion? Provide sentence
frames: I think _____ because _____. I do not
think _____ because _____.
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exchange opinions with partners and provide
details from the selection to justify their opinions.
For more instruction on offering an opinion, see
Language Development Practice.

Listening Comprehension
Interactive Read Aloud: Where Do You Live?
This passage is about the different parts of our
country. As you listen, write down any words or
ideas you do not understand. After the first listen,
have partners discuss what they have written. Then
have them complete this sentence frame: The main
idea is there are seven regions of our country.

BEGINNING

Have partners discuss how
two regions of the country are different using these
sentence frames: These two regions—(name of
region) and (name of region)—are different. One is
(answers will vary). The other is (answers will vary).
COLLABORATIVE

INTERMEDIATE Ask children to tell how two
regions are different: These two regions—(name of
region) and (name of region)—are different
because (answers will vary).

ADVANCED Ask children to choose two regions
and discuss how they are the alike and different.

ALL LEVELS

Vocabulary
BEGINNING

Review Vocabulary Use the ELD

Visual Vocabulary Cards to review frozen. Write
the synonym icy. Explain that icy has a similar
meaning to frozen. Model using icy in a sentence,
and have children repeat. Then have children
describe the picture on frozen card. The water in
the ____ is frozen. Then have partners ask and
answer questions using icy. Why is the ____ icy?

Domain Words: Science Display and pronounce
this domain word and have children repeat: polar
bear. Have children find the word in the text. Have
children complete this sentence frame, using the
words spot and Alaska: You may spot a polar bear
in Alaska.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Review
Vocabulary Use the Visual Vocabulary Cards to
COLLABORATIVE

review the Wonders weekly vocabulary words and
More Vocabulary words. Have children work in
small groups. Ask one child to display a card as
others use the word in a sentence to tell something
they learned while reading and discussing texts.

Domain Words: Science Display and pronounce
these domain words, and have children repeat and
review meanings: glaciers, snowfall, temperatures.
Have partners discuss how these words are related.
How are all of these words related? As needed,
provide sentence frames: Glaciers and snowfall are
related because ____. Snowfall and temperatures
are related because ____.

Grammar
BEGINNING

Linking Verbs Remind children
that a linking verb connects one part of a sentence
with the other part; it connects the subject to the
rest of the sentence. Provide written sentences on
the board. Have children identify the linking verb in
each sentence, for example: I am happy. (am) You
are my friends. (are) For more instruction on linking
verbs, use Language Development Card 15A.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Linking
Verbs Remind children that a linking verb

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1
the sentence. Have children find examples of
linking verbs in “Alaska: A Special Place.” Then
have pairs identify the linking verb in each of the
following sentences. Have them use each linking
verb in a new oral sentence. My teachers are
helpful. (are) The girls have a good time. (have) For
more instruction on linking verbs, use Language
Development Card 15A.

Fluency
BEGINNING

Pronunciation Model reading the

first paragraph on page 10 of “Alaska: A Special
Place” as you carefully, but naturally, pronounce
each word. Then read the passage chorally with
children. For practice, have children record their
voices while they read a few times. Have children
play their recordings to you and choose the best.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
Pronunciation Echo read the third paragraph on
page 229 of “Alaska: A Special Place,” carefully,
but naturally, pronouncing each word. Then have
children take turns reading a paragraph aloud,
focusing on correct pronunciation. For more
practice, have children record their voices while
they read a few times. Have them play their
recordings to you and choose the best recording.

Foundational Skills Kit For more support in
choral reading, see Fluency Choral Reading
Card 1. For more support in echo reading, see
Fluency Echo Reading Card 5A. For High
Frequency Words, use the Read/Spell/Write HighFrequency Words Routine Card R5A with these
words from the selection: part, very, also, another,
years, there. For practice with the phonics skill
silent letters, use Phonics Cards 33 and 34.

LANGUAGE TRANSFERS
Refer to the grammar transfers chart in the
Language Transfers Handbook to identify
grammatical forms that do not transfer in
Spanish, Cantonese, Vietnamese, Hmong,
Korean, Haitian Creole, and Khmer. Cantonese,
Haitian Creole, Hmong, and Vietnamese
speakers omit the linking verb.

connects the subject of the sentence to the rest of
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DAY 2

BEGINNING

Close Read
Language Objectives

• Demonstrate understanding of a text
by reconstructing sentences
• Understand cohesion
• Understand organization
• Exchange information with peers
• Use academic and domain-specific
vocabulary
• Use appropriate language to give and
support opinions

Content Objectives

• Demonstrate understanding of reading
selection through responding to text
• Closely read a map
• Understand map symbols

Materials

Go Digital

• Companion Worktext for Beginning
pp. 8–13

Close Read “Alaska:
A Special Place”
Reading Routine
• Build On Explain that children are going to read
just a few sections of the text and examine the
information in a very detailed way. Explain that
children will be focusing on things that make Alaska
different from other parts of the world. Ask children to
tell what they know about how Alaska is different
from other parts of the world. Have children ask and
answer each other’s questions about what they know.

• Reread Read the passages indicated below with
children. Ask questions and use strategies provided to
help children understand the text.

• Take Notes Have children take notes as they read.
• Discuss Use prompts and sentence frames to guide
the discussion. Have children point to or identify text
evidence to support their answers.

these sentence frames as they identify and talk
about the additional section heads in the selection,
for example: This section head is Land Features. It
means that the following information is about
land features.
Paragraph 3

Organization

Have children chorally read
the paragraph and then reread together the fourth
sentence. What does This refer to in the fourth
sentence? (the third sentence: The snow builds up
and turns to ice.)

Genre

Direct children’s attention to the
map. Point out that the word Key here means “part
of a map that tells what the pictures stand for.” Ask
children to use the following sentence and sentence
frame to tell about the key. The parts of the key
tell that different pictures stand for different
features. The star stands for capital. Continue with
the remaining features identified in the key. Identify
cognates montañas and volcánes.

PAGE 9

PAGE 10

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 1

Organization: Text Structure

Have children echo
Select Vocabulary
read the paragraph. Point out the phrase Arctic
region. Remind children that a region (Spanish
cognate: región) is a large part of Earth’s surface.
Have children tell whether the Arctic region is cold
or hot. The Arctic region is cold. Ask children to
tell how they know the Arctic region is cold. Offer
the following sentence and sentence frame: I know

Point out
the section head: Land Features. Read it aloud, and
have children repeat. This is a section head. This
section head tells you that the following information
is about land features. The author uses these
section heads to organize the information in the
text. This makes information easier to find and
easier to understand. Have pairs read ahead to use
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BEGINNING
the Arctic region is cold because the text says
that northern Alaska is called the Arctic region.
The text also says that the temperature in
northern Alaska is colder than a freezer.

PAGE 11

Respond to the Text
Have children turn to page 12. Guide children
through the following instruction.
COLLABORATIVE

Paragraph 2
INTERPRETIVE

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

Text Reconstruction Read the

paragraph aloud while children just listen.
Read the paragraph a second time, instructing
children to listen for key words winter, darkness,
and sunshine.
Read the paragraph a third time while children
listen and take notes on what they hear.
Have children discuss their notes with a partner
and work together to reconstruct the text from
their notes. Help children write complete sentences
as needed.
Next, have children look at the original text. Ask
children how many days of darkness are
experienced by some parts of Alaska. In some
parts of Alaska, there are more than 60 days of
darkness. Tell children they are going to look at the
way the author gives context clues to guide the
reader in understanding the meaning of the word
darkness. Remind children that they find context
clues through information in nearby words and
phrases. What are two context clues the author
gives to help you understand what the word
darkness means? One context clue is afternoon
soccer practice in the dark. Another context clue
is people there are used to days with no sunshine.
Then have partners compare similarities and
differences between their text reconstructions and
the original text. Tell children to check to see if
they have correctly used context clues. Then have
partners share and discuss this information with the
whole group.

Partner Discussion Review the

information children have learned that is related to
the Essential Question: What makes different parts
of the world different? Then have children apply
this information to facts they have learned about
Alaska and how it is different from other parts of
the country. Model each sentence frame. Then have
partners complete the sentence frames with
information they have learned. Tell them to cite
text evidence to support their statements.

Group Discussion Provide a model for discussion:
I learned that Alaska is different from some parts
of the country because it has
. To help
children respond to others’ opinions, repeat
children’s opinions aloud, correcting their responses
as needed. Then have children retell the opinions
and respond. The group said that
. I agree/
disagree with
because
. Remind children
to provide text evidence to support their statements.
PRODUCTIVE

Write Help partners complete the

paragraph on page 13 by encouraging them to
refer to their notes as they work to remember key
details from the text. Discuss the vocabulary words
children can use in their responses. Correct
children’s sentences as needed.

Share Writing Have children read their sentences
aloud to the class. Repeat their responses,
correcting as needed. Remind children to speak
slowly and clearly as they support their responses
through text evidence. Encourage children to use
the sentence frames on the bottom of page 13 as
they agree or disagree with another classmate’s
opinion.
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DAY 2

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED

Close Read
Language Objectives

• Demonstrate understanding of a text
by reconstructing sentences
• Understand cohesion
• Understand organization
• Exchange information with peers
• Use academic and domain-specific
vocabulary
• Use appropriate language to give and
support opinions

Content Objectives
• Demonstrate understanding of reading
selection through responding to text
• Closely read a map
• Write a caption that shows
understanding of text and image

Materials

Go Digital

• Companion Worktext for
Intermediate/Advanced pp. 228–233

Close Read “Alaska: A
Special Place”
Reading Routine
• Build On Explain that children are going to read
just a few sections of the text and examine the
information in a very detailed way. Explain that
children will be focusing on things that make Alaska
different from other parts of the world. Ask children to
tell what they know about how Alaska is different
from other parts of the world. Have children ask and
answer each other’s questions about what they know.

• Reread Read the passages indicated below with
children. Ask questions and use strategies provided to
help children understand the text.

• Take Notes Have children take notes as they read.
• Discuss Use prompts and sentence frames to guide
the discussion. Have children point to or identify text
evidence to support their answers.

PAGE 229
Paragraph 2

Organization

Direct children’s attention
to the section head Land Features. Invite a
volunteer to read it aloud. This is a section head. It
tells the subject of the information that follows it.
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Authors use section heads because these headings
help readers understand and find information. Have
partners continue through the text by continuing to
note the section heads. Tell children to take turns
pointing out and reading aloud each section head.
Ask children to discuss why the author uses these
section heads.
Direct children’s attention
Genre
to the map and key. The map key is a tool to help
you understand the map features.
COLLABORATIVE

INTERMEDIATE Have children in small groups
work together to orally name each feature shown
in the key and point it out on the map.

ADVANCED Have pairs work together to orally
name each feature named in the key and point it
out on the map. Then have each child write a
sentence to tell why the key is important in
understanding the map.

PAGE 230
Organization

Direct children’s attention
to the photograph of the walruses. Point out the
caption. This is a caption. It tells information about
the photograph. The author uses photos and
captions to help organize a text and make
information clearer. Have a volunteer read aloud
the caption. Ask pairs to draw the walrus image on
their own paper and write a new caption.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

INTERMEDIATE Tell children to write one or two
phrases for the caption.

ADVANCED Have children write one or two
sentences for the caption.

PAGE 231
Paragraph 2

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
Text Reconstruction Read the
paragraph aloud while children just listen.
INTERPRETIVE

Read the paragraph a second time, instructing
children to listen for key words and phrases winter,
Sun doesn’t rise, and afternoon soccer practice in
the dark.
Read the paragraph a third time while children
listen and take notes on what they hear.
Have children discuss their notes with a partner and
work together to reconstruct the text from their notes.
Help them write complete sentences as needed.
Next, have children look at the original text. Ask
children how many days of winter darkness are
experienced by some parts of Alaska. (more than
60 days of darkness) Tell children they are going to
look at the way the author gives context clues to
guide the reader in understanding the meaning of
the word darkness. Remind them that they find
context clues through information in nearby words
and phrases. What are some context clues the
author gives to help you understand what the word
darkness means? (Possible answers: Sun doesn’t
rise, afternoon soccer practice in the dark)
Then have partners compare similarities and
differences in their text reconstructions and the
original text. Tell children to check to see if they
have correctly used context clues. Then have
partners share and discuss this information with the
whole group.

Respond to the Text
Have children turn to page 232. Guide children
through the following instruction.

COLLABORATIVE

Partner Discussion Review with

children what they have learned about the
Essential Question: What makes different parts of
the world different? Then have children apply this
information to facts they have learned about
Alaska and how it is different from other parts of
the country. Have partners follow this routine for
their discussion. 1. Review the Essential Question.
2. Make sure each student in a pair has a chance
to speak about what they have learned about what
makes Alaska a special place. 3. Have partners
refer to the text to help them come up with
answers. 4. Remind children to find evidence in the
text to support their answers.

Group Discussion Remind children to include
evidence for their answers: I learned that seasons
are
in Alaska because
. Have children
retell their opinions and respond: The group said
that
. I agree/disagree with
because
.
PRODUCTIVE

Write Discuss with children what

information they will use in their response to the
question on page 233, as well as vocabulary words
they may wish to include. Have children read their
sentences aloud, decide whether they have
answered the Essential Question, and explain the
decision. As needed, ask them to revise.

Share Writing Have children read their sentences
aloud to the group. Repeat their responses,
correcting them as needed. Remind children to
speak slowly and clearly as they support their
responses through text evidence.

Word Wall Add the following words to your Word
Wall:

Word

Cognates

Arctic

árctico

Go Digital

Have children get ready to read a selection in
the Literature Anthology on Day 3. Provide
access to written or audio summaries of the
selection they will read.
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DAY 3

ALL LEVELS

Language Support
Language Objectives

• Retell a text
• Use academic and domain-specific
vocabulary
• Analyze language in a text
• Apply understanding of connecting
words
• Use linking verbs
• Connect ideas

Content Objectives

• Use a graphic organizer to take notes
• Answer questions about a text
• Write to a specific prompt

Materials

Go Digital

• Companion Worktext for Beginning
pp. 8–15 and Intermediate/Advanced
pp. 228–231
• Oral Language Cards

Set Purpose
Today we will review some of the information and
vocabulary we’ve learned about Alaska. Then we
will discover how one student applied all that she
learned to write about “Alaska: A Special Place.”
Afterwards, you’ll write your own paragraph.

Oral Language
COLLABORATIVE

ALL LEVELS Retell Remind children

that retelling information in a text can help
improve understanding of the text. Use the Oral
Language Cards to exchange ideas and opinions
about the Shared Read.

BEGINNING

Choral read the section “Land
Features.” Then have partners discuss and retell the
section. Provide sentence frames as needed: This
section is mostly about mountains and glaciers.
This section tells that Mt. McKinley is taller than
all other mountains in the United States. It tells
that Alaska also has the biggest glaciers.
COLLABORATIVE

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Have

partners retell the sections “Temperature Changes”
and “Daylight and Darkness.” Ask them to reread
these sections and then retell the information.
Listen in and provide sentence frames as needed
for retelling. Then have partners share their
retellings with the class.

4 WEEK
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Vocabulary
Review Vocabulary

BEGINNING Preview that children will
be writing about what the author shows in the map
on page 9, using some domain-specific words.
Review some of the domain-specific words from
this week, such as capital, rivers, mountains, and
volcanoes. Say each word and have children repeat.
Then, have partners find the words in the map key
on page 9 and take turns finding the features on
the map. Have partners share their information
with the class.
COLLABORATIVE

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Preview
that children will be writing about why the author
used the map on page 9, using some domainspecific words. Review some of the domain-specific
words from this week, such as capital, rivers,
mountains, and volcanoes. Say each word and have
children repeat. Then, have partners find the words
in the map key on page 9 and take turns finding
the features on the map. Have partners share their
information with the class, using complete
sentences, and write those sentences on the board.
COLLABORATIVE

ADVANCED

Review More Vocabulary word
among and have partners discuss what animals
people may spot among the glaciers in Alaska. Tell
partners to create sentences about the animals.

BEGINNING

Write to Sources
Analyze the Prompt Remind children that
before writing, it is important to read and
understand the prompt. The prompt tells you what
you will be writing about. Read aloud the
paragraph at the top of page 14, indicating the
prompt with your finger: Why does the author
write about land features? Use details from the
text in your answer. This is the prompt. Then point
to the picture of Angela. This is the question that
Angela will need to answer in her writing.
Ask children to tell what information Angela will
need as she works to answer the question. (what
the land features are, what the author says about
the land features) Have children explain how
Angela will find the information. (in the text—below
the section head “Land Features”) Provide support
as needed.

Review the Graphic Organizer Explain that
Angela used an idea web to organize information
the author wrote about land features. Point out
each relevant circle as you say: Let’s see how
Angela organized the information. She wrote the
topic in the middle. Read the topic aloud. The topic
comes from the writing prompt. Each circle has a
detail about a land feature. Point to the upper
circle. What did Angela write here? (Mt. McKinley
is the tallest mountain in the U.S.) Continue the
routine with the lower left and right circles.
INTERPRETIVE

Examine Student Model Read aloud

the boldfaced sentence above the student model at
the top of page 15. Clarify that I refers to Angela.
What did Angela use to write her paragraph? (her
idea web)
Read aloud the first sentence of the model, and
have children repeat. Explain that this sentence
tells what the paragraph will be about. This is the
topic sentence. Point out that the sentence includes
words from the middle of Angela’s idea web.
Continue reading aloud each sentence of the model
and connecting it to the idea web. Point out that
these sentences tell supporting details, which give
the reader more information about the topic.

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1
Read aloud the last two sentences, and have
children repeat. Note that Angela added these
ideas. They were not included in her web. You can
add more information after you begin to write if
this will make information clearer or more
interesting. Point out that these last two sentences
are the conclusion, or the end, of Angela’s text.

Talk About It Have children work with
a partner to look more closely at Angela’s
paragraph about land features.
COLLABORATIVE

Text Evidence Chorally read the prompt. Have
students draw a box around a detail that comes
from Angela’s notes. After partners have selected a
sentence, discuss how it is a supporting detail.
Provide sentence frames as needed.

Grammar Remind children that a linking verb
connects the subject of the sentence to the rest of
the sentence. Have partners locate and underline
the linking verb in the second sentence. (is) Then
ask them to discuss and share with the group the
subject and the second part of the sentence.
Provide this frame as needed for discussion: The
subject of the sentence is Mt. McKinley. The
linking verb in the sentence is is. The second
part of the sentence is in Alaska.

Condense Ideas Ask volunteers to read aloud the
last two sentences. Then have partners work
together to rewrite the sentences with the word
and. Invite volunteers to read aloud their
condensed sentence. (These land features make
Alaska an interesting and beautiful place.)
Your Turn Discuss the prompt at the bottom of
page 15 with children. Remind them to use what
they learned from examining Angela’s work to
guide them in writing their paragraph.

WRITER’S CHECKLIST
Remember to:
Read the prompt carefully
Write your notes in a graphic organizer
Respond to the prompt
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DAY 3

INTERMEDIATE/ ADVANCED

Writing
Language Objectives

• Use academic and domain-specific
vocabulary
• Analyze language in a text
• Apply understanding of connecting
words
• Use linking verbs
• Connect ideas

Content Objectives

•
•
•
•

Use a graphic organizer to take notes
Answer questions about a text
Write to a specific prompt
Analyze the text, craft, and structure
in Rain Forests

Materials

Go Digital

• Companion Worktext for
Intermediate/Advanced pp. 234–235

Write to Sources
Analyze the Prompt Remind children that
before they begin to write, it’s important for them
to read and understand the prompt. Read aloud the
paragraph at the top of page 234, and indicate the
prompt. Have a volunteer read it aloud. Then point
to the picture of Angela. This is the question Angela
will need to answer in her writing.
Ask children what text information is needed in
order to answer the question. (why the author
thinks Alaska is a special place)

Review the Graphic Organizer Point out that
Angela used an idea web to organize what the
author said about Alaska. Then explain that each of
the outer circles has a detail about Alaska. Have a
volunteer read aloud information in the circles.

Examine the Student Model What
did Angela use to write her paragraph? (her notes)
Have volunteers take turns reading Angela’s
paragraph aloud. Review that the first sentence is
the topic sentence and tells what the paragraph
will be about. Have children connect each sentence
to the web as they read, identifying supporting
details. How does a supporting detail relate to the
topic sentence? (A supporting detail gives more
information about the topic sentence.)
INTERPRETIVE

Point out the final sentence. Angela added this
sentence to her paragraph. This information does
not appear in her web. Why do you think a writer
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• Literature Anthology, pp. 300–317

might add information while writing? (to make the
text clearer and more interesting) After the last
sentence is read, remind children that this sentence
is the conclusion.
COLLABORATIVE

Talk About It Have children work with a

partner to look more closely at Angela’s paragraph.

Text Evidence Have partners read the prompt.
Tell them to draw a box around a sentence that
came from Angela’s notes. Ask why Angela might
have decided to use the information as a detail.

Grammar Remind children that a linking verb
connects the subject of the sentence to the second
part of the sentence. Ask partners to underline the
linking verb in the fifth sentence. (are)

Connect Ideas Have a volunteer read aloud the
sentences that tell about summer and winter. Then
have partners work together to use the word but
as they combine the sentences. (There are long
summer days, but winter is very dark.)

Your Turn Discuss the prompt with
children. Remind them to use what they have
learned from examining Angela’s work to guide
them in writing their paragraph.
PRODUCTIVE

WRITER’S CHECKLIST
Remember to:
Read the prompt carefully
Write your notes in a graphic organizer
Respond to the prompt

ALL LEVELS

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

Literature Anthology
Reread “Rain Forests”

on the map. On what continents are they found?
Have partners share their answers with the group.

Set Purpose

The temperate rain forests are Pacific Northwest
and Tasmania. Pacific Northwest is in North
America. Tasmania is part of Australia.

We are going to look more closely at “Rain
Forests,” the story you have read with the whole
class. We are going to focus on understanding
some of the language and content.

Reading Routine
Read passages as noted below. Use the prompts
and the sentence frames to guide the discussion.
Tell children to speak in complete sentences.

PAGE 302
ALL LEVELS

Text Features: Maps Review

what children have learned about rain forests so far.
(They are wet forests. Lots of trees, other plants,
and animals live in them. ) Remind children that this
text is nonfiction, and nonfiction texts about places
often include maps. Ask children what maps show.
(where places described in the text are located)
Say: Maps often have something called a key. The
key helps readers understand what the colors and
symbols on the map stand for.
Choral read the text on page 302, making sure
that children understand the words tropical and
temperate. Point to the equator. Run your finger
along the equator. Ask: What does the map show?
(where the rain forests are in the world)

BEGINNING

The rain forests are shown in two
colors: green and blue. What kind of rain forests
are shown in green? (tropical) What kind of rain
forests are shown in blue? (temperate) How do you
know? The map key tells readers what the two
colors stand for.
Point to rain forest number one, Pacific Northwest.
Ask: Is this rain forest tropical or temperate?
(temperate) How do you know? (It is blue.)

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED

Have children
work in pairs to identify the temperate rain forests

How did you find your answers? The rain forests on
the map are shown in two colors: blue and green.
The temperate rain forests are shown in blue, and
the tropical rain forests are shown in green.

ADVANCED

Have pairs of children look carefully
at the two temperate rain forests. Ask: What do
they have in common? Have partners share their
ideas with the group. (Possible answers: They are
both on the coast. They are both not as large as
most of the tropical rain forests. They are both far
from the equator.)

PAGE 306
ALL LEVELS

Text Features: Diagrams

Review what children have learned about rain
forests so far. (Rain forests have four layers, and
different plants and animals live in each layer.)
Remind children that this text is nonfiction, and
nonfiction texts often include diagrams. Explain
that diagrams are drawings showing the different
parts of something. Diagrams usually have words on
them to tell you the names of things.
Choral read the text on page 306, checking to see
that children understand the word canopy.

BEGINNING

The second layer of the rain forest
is the canopy. The diagram shows that tops of the
trees are close together. They form a roof over the
forest below.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Have children
work in pairs to identify details from the paragraph
that are shown in the diagram. Ask them to share
their ideas with the group.
The diagram shows that the second layer is called
a canopy. The treetops are very close together.
They form a roof over the forest below.
ELD TEACHER’S EDITION
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DAY 4

ALL LEVELS

Differentiated Text
Language Objectives

Materials

Content Objectives

• “The Grand Canyon,”
Beginning, pp. 46–48
• “The Grand Canyon,”
Intermediate, pp. 31–32
• “The Grand Canyon,”
Advanced, pp. 31–32
• Visual Vocabulary Cards
• ELD Visual Vocabulary Cards

• Ask and answer questions about
a text
• Retell a text

• Understand what makes different
parts of the world different
• Gather text evidence

Go Digital

Set Purpose
Today you will learn about the Grand Canyon.

Read “The Grand Canyon”
Reading Routine
• Build On Review the vocabulary using all
Visual Vocabulary Cards. Then review “Alaska: A
Special Place.” Help children recall the text.
(Alaska has mountains, volcanoes, and glaciers.
Northern Alaska is very cold, so people live
mostly in the south. Walruses, polar bears, black
and brown bears, and moose live in Alaska. In
summer, the sun doesn’t set for many days. In
winter, the sun doesn’t rise for many days.) Have
children look at page 31 of “The Grand Canyon”
(or page 47 for Beginning learners). Ask them to
talk about what they think the diagram shows.

• Read Children can read independently or
partner read with a child of the same proficiency
level. They can also listen to the audio selection
while reading.

• Take Notes As they reread, have children take
notes on important ideas in Graphic Organizer
50. Guide them also to note new words, unclear
text, and questions about the text.

• Discuss Use the questions and sentence frames
that follow to check comprehension and generate
discussion. Have children cite text evidence to
support their answers.
4 WEEK
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BEGINNING
Paragraph 1: What different parts make up the
Grand Canyon? The Grand Canyon has several
parts, or regions. Paragraph 2: What animals live
in the forest region? Deer and squirrels live in the
forest region. Paragraph 3: What would you see in
the woodland region? There are rocks, small trees,
bobcats, and skunks in the woodland region.
Paragraph 4: What is the desert like? The desert
is hot and dry. Paragraph 5: What is at the
bottom of the Grand Canyon? At the bottom of
the canyon is the river region.

INTERMEDIATE
Paragraph 1: You can see different environments
in the Grand Canyon. Paragraph 2: The region at
the top of the canyon is a forest. Paragraph 3:
Below the forest region is the woodland region.
Paragraph 4: Cactus, bighorn sheep, and lizards
live in the desert region. Paragraph 5: At the
bottom of the canyon is the river region.

ADVANCED
Have partners stop after each paragraph or two to
retell the text to each other in their own words. Ask
volunteers to share their retelling with the class.
Assess and help with understanding.
COLLABORATIVE

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED

Talk About It Have partners review the text and
use the diagram to discuss how each region of the
Grand Canyon is different.

ALL LEVELS

Respond to the Text
COLLABORATIVE

Partner Discussion As they reread,

have partners find text evidence and discuss their
answers to the prompts. Then have them present
their answers to the group.

BEGINNING

Guide partners in their close
reading and discussion.
1. Have partners underline the text that tells what
is at the top of the Grand Canyon. (At the top of
the Grand Canyon is the forest region. It has
many tall pine trees.)
2. Have partners circle the text that tells what the
desert is like. (Deep in the canyon, it is dry. The
sunlight makes it hot./ Cactus plants, bighorn
sheep, and lizards live here.)
3. Have partners point to the text that tells what
you might see in the forest and the woodlands.
(forest = paragraph 2, woodlands = paragraph 3)

INTERMEDIATE Provide support as partners
discuss.
1. Have partners circle the text that describes the
forest region. (Tall pine trees grow at the top of
the canyon./ It gets a lot of rain and snow.)
2. Have partners underline text that describes the
desert region. (It is hot and dry. Cactus, bighorn
sheep, and lizards live here.)
3. Have partners circle the text that describes the
woodland region. (paragraph 3)

ADVANCED

Guide student discussion.

1. Have partners find the text that describes the
forest region. (paragraph 2)
2. Have partners find the text that describes the
desert region. (paragraph 4)

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

Write Guide partners to use text
evidence and their notes from the discussion to
answer the Essential Question.
COLLABORATIVE

BEGINNING

Help children complete the

sentence frames.
• Have partners find text that tells about the trees
in both regions. (It has many tall pine trees./
There are many rocks and small trees.)
• Have partners find text that tells what kinds of
animals live in both regions. (Deer and squirrels
live here./ Bobcats and skunks live here.)
• Have partners complete the sentence frames and
share their answers in groups.

INTERMEDIATE Partners can help each other
complete the sentence frames.
• Have partners find text that tells about the trees
in both regions. (Tall pine trees grow at the top
of the canyon. This region is a forest./ Woodland
features include small trees and rocks.)
• Have partners find text that tells about the
climate in both regions. (It gets a lot of rain
and snow./ This part of the canyon gets little
rain or snow.)
• Have partners find text telling about the animals
in both regions. (Deer and squirrels live here./
Bobcats, birds, and skunks live in this region.)
• Have partners complete the sentence frames and
share their answers in groups.

ADVANCED Children can work with partners or
independently in their writing.
• Have partners find text that explains how the
two regions are different. (paragraphs 2 and 3)
• Have partners respond to the writing prompt and
share their answers in groups.

3. Have partners find text that tells what a visitor
might see walking from the forest region to the
woodland region. (paragraphs 2 and 3)
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DAY 4

ALL LEVELS

Writing
Language Objectives

• Compare similar texts
• Use comparison words

Content Objectives

• Understand what makes different
parts of the world different
• Gather text evidence
• Analyze the text, craft, and structure
of “Rain Forests”

Materials

Go Digital

• “The Grand Canyon,”
Beginning, pp. 46–48
• “The Grand Canyon,”
Intermediate, Advanced, pp. 31–32
• “Alaska: A Special Place,”
Beginning, pp. 8–11
• “Alaska: A Special Place,”
Intermediate/Advanced, pp. 228–231
• Literature Anthology, pp. 300–317

Write to Two Sources
Set Purpose Remind children that when they
wrote the Day 3 paragraph, they used one source,
“Alaska: A Special Place.” The next paragraph
they write will use two sources, “Alaska: A Special
Place” and “The Grand Canyon.” Today children
will prepare to write the paragraph. They will learn
what prompt they will be writing to and take notes
on the information they need in order to write.

Analyze the Prompt Explain that children will
compare “Alaska: A Special Place” and “The Grand
Canyon.” Provide the following prompt: Compare the
places described in the two texts. Use evidence
from the two texts to support your ideas.

BEGINNING

Provide sentence frames. The
prompt is asking me to compare the places
described in the two texts. What do you do when
you compare things? I look for how they are alike
and how they are different.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Ask children
what the prompt is asking them to do. (Compare
the places described in the texts.) What do you do
when you compare things? (Tell how the things are
alike and how they are different.)

ALL LEVELS

Have children think about what
they’ve read and discuss what they could compare.
Write children’s ideas on the board. Example: what
plants grow in the places, what animals live there,
and what the weather is like in both places. Tell
children they can use these ideas to help guide
their writing.
4 WEEK
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Gathering Text Evidence Guide children’s
search for information. Say: One idea to compare is
what the weather is like in both places. Let’s look
through the texts for details. On the third page of
“Alaska: A Special Place,” we learn that northern
Alaska is colder than your freezer. In my notes, I’ll
write: Northern Alaska is very cold. Now I’ll look for
details about the weather in the Grand Canyon. In
“The Grand Canyon” we learn that the desert region
is hot and dry. I’ll write: The desert region of the
Grand Canyon is hot and dry.
Have children continue to look for ways that
the two places are different and also how they
are alike. Remind children they will need to find
evidence in the text to support their ideas.

Analyze Text Evidence Using children’s notes,
create a chart comparing Alaska and the Grand
Canyon. Guide partners to discuss this information.

BEGINNING

Provide sentence frames. Alaska
has special land features. Northern Alaska is
called the Arctic region. Walruses, polar bears,
and moose live in Alaska. The Grand Canyon has
different regions. Deer and squirrels live in the
forest region. It rains more in the forest region
than it does in the woodland region. Cactus plants
grow in the desert region.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED Have partners
use their notes to compare the two texts using
comparison words such as alike and different.
Explain that for the next class, children will take
their notes and the chart and write a paragraph in
response to the prompt.

ALL LEVELS

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

Literature Anthology
Reread “Rain Forests”
Set Purpose
Today we are going to continue our close look
at “Rain Forests.” We will continue focusing on
understanding some of the language and content.

Reading Routine
Read passages as noted below. Use the prompts
and the sentence frames to guide the discussion.
Remind children to speak in complete sentences.

PAGE 311
ALL LEVELS Author’s Craft: Text
Structure Review what students have learned so
far about the layers of the rain forest. Explain that
authors organize their information with care to
make sure that readers can understand it easily.
Choral read the paragraph on page 311. Have
children think about how the information in the
text is organized. Explain that the author describes
the layers of the rain forest in order from top to
bottom. Ask: Does it get darker or lighter as you
travel from the top of the rain forest to the bottom?
(darker) Why is the amount of light important?
(Certain plants and animals need sunlight. Other
plants and animals do well in dark places.)
Lead children in a discussion about how the
structure of the text helps readers understand it.

BEGINNING

The author talks about the layers
of the rain forest in order from top to bottom.
As you go from the top of the rain forest to the
bottom, the layers get darker. Different plants and
animals live in each layer. The plants and animals
that do well in dark places live on the forest floor.

INTERMEDIATE/ ADVANCED

Ask: How does
the author organize the information in the text?
The author describes the layers of the rain forest
in order from top to bottom. The author describes
the floor last because it is at the bottom of the rain

forest. How does the light change as you go from
top to bottom? The layers of the rain forest get
darker as you go from top to bottom. Why does
the amount of light matter? Different plants and
animals need different amounts of sunlight.

PAGE 314
ALL LEVELS Author’s Craft: Text
Structure Tell children that sometimes authors
present facts or ideas together to help readers see
how they are related.
Choral read the paragraph on page 314. Display the
sticky side of a piece of tape to confirm children’s
understanding of the word sticky.
Ask: Where do these animals live? (in trees) Do
they stay there? (yes) How do you know? (The
author says they live there “most of their lives.”)

BEGINNING

The animals discussed in this
paragraph are the frog and the sloth. These
animals look very different. But they have the
same home. They live in the trees.
Why do you think the author discusses the frog
and the sloth in the same paragraph? The author
discusses the sloth and the frog in the same
paragraph because they both live in the trees.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED

Have partners
identify details about the frog and the sloth. Provide
sentence frames as needed. Have partners share
their answers with the group. Write their responses
on the board in complete sentences.
The author discusses the sloth and the frog
together because they both live most of their lives
in the trees.

ADVANCED

Look at the illustration. Which animal is in the illustration but is not mentioned in the
paragraph? (the eyelash viper) Why do you think
the author put the picture of the snake on the
page? (because it always stays in the trees like the
frog and the sloth)
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DAY 5

ALL LEVELS

Writing
Language Objectives

• Present writing to group
• As part of formative assessment,
answer questions about writing

• Revise writing through collaboration
• For formative assessment, write a
response to a prompt about different
parts of the world

Content Objectives

Materials

• Use notes, chart, and discussion ideas
to compare “Alaska: A Special Place”
and “The Grand Canyon”

Go Digital

• Wonders Your Turn Practice Book

Set Purpose
Today we will write to compare the places in the
texts “Alaska: A Special Place” and “The Grand
Canyon.” We will use the information in our notes
and charts. After we write, we will revise our
writing and then present it to the group.

Write to Two Sources
Analyze the Model Display the model
for Writing to Two Sources in Your Turn Practice Book.
Discuss with children how the author of the model used
details from two sources to respond to the prompt.
COLLABORATIVE

Write the Response Review the prompt from
Day 4. Remind children that they took notes, created
a chart, and discussed the prompt. Have children use
their notes, chart, and discussion of ideas to respond
with the following support.

BEGINNING

Have partners collaborate. Display
vocabulary words, academic words, domain words,
and comparison words that children might use.
Help them use linking verbs correctly as they write.
Provide the following sentence frames for extra
support: The two texts are alike because
. The
two texts are different because
.

INTERMEDIATE

Have partners collaborate to
write the paragraph. Ask them to use vocabulary
words, academic words, domain words, and
comparison words in their paragraphs. Remind
them to use linking verbs correctly as they write.

58436
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ADVANCED

Have children work collaboratively
to organize their paragraphs and then write them
independently. Ask children to use vocabulary
words, academic words, domain words, and
comparison words in their writing. Remind them to
use linking verbs correctly.

Revise Have children work with a partner or
another pair of partners to revise their writing. They
should look for errors in spelling, punctuation, and
capitalization. Partners should check each other’s
work for the following features: the writing responds
to the prompt appropriately, details are included
from both texts, the ideas make sense, and no
important ideas or details have been left out.

Present Tell children that they will present
their paragraphs to the group. On the board, list
the following reminders to help children present
effectively: practice your presentation beforehand,
make and maintain eye contact, and use the
appropriate intonation for the presentation.
ALL LEVELS Have children plan
and practice a brief oral presentation of
their paragraph and then present it to their
group. Support Beginning students by helping
with phrasing and pronunciation. Encourage
Intermediate and Advanced partners to evaluate
each other’s performances before they present to
their group. Videotape the presentations. When you
watch the videos together, discuss what went well
and what still needs practice.
COLLABORATIVE

ALL LEVELS

UNIT 4 • WEEK 1

Progress Monitoring
Written Production
Now that children have completed the week, you can
assess their language proficiency to help determine
their readiness to move to the next scaffolding level.

BEGINNING/INTERMEDIATE

Have children
write a few sentences in response to the following
prompt: Think about what you have learned this week
about different parts of the world. Tell three things you
know about different parts of the world. Tell children
you will ask them questions about what they wrote.

ADVANCED

Use the paragraph children wrote in
Write to Two Sources for evaluation.

BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

LEVEL
UP

tive
Formam
ent
s
s
e
Ass

Oral Production

ALL LEVELS After children have finished their
writing, meet with them one on one. After you’ve
read their sentences or paragraphs, ask questions
about what they wrote. You might ask them to
expand on a fact or idea they included or to explain
why they included certain information.

Diagnose and Prescribe Chart
Use the following chart to guide you in assessing
children’s work.

Written Production

Oral Production

IF
children don’t use academic language and lesson
vocabulary in their writing

IF
children respond to questions with one-word
answers

THEN
review academic language and lesson vocabulary
in context.

THEN
repeat their answer using a complete sentence.
Then have them try again.

IF
children aren’t including enough details and
vocabulary

IF
children don’t use academic and domainspecific vocabulary

THEN
review using descriptive words and richer vocabulary.

THEN
give appropriate vocabulary and have them
restate their answers using the words.

IF
children make mistakes with cohesion

IF
children realize that they used an incorrect term
when answering a question

THEN
review sequence words and have them combine or
condense ideas to improve the flow of their writing.

THEN
remind them to self-correct their speech.

If BEGINNING children are

If INTERMEDIATE children

If ADVANCED children are

able to write and/or use
learned vocabulary that
they’ve acquired during the
week, they may be ready to
move to the next level for
some tasks.

are able to write and express
ideas through recombination
of learned vocabulary in
different settings, with
support, they may be ready
to move to ADVANCED
scaffolds for some tasks.

able to write and express
ideas to meet a variety of
academic tasks, they may be
ready to move to on-level for
some tasks.

UNIT 4 SAMPLER
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UNIT 4

PROGRESS MONITORING

TESTED SKILLS

Q

LISTENING AND READING
COMPREHENSION:

Q

VOCABULARY:

• Unit Vocabulary Words

Q

GRAMMAR:

Q

• Verbs and Verb Phrases

SPEAKING
AND WRITING:

• Listening Actively

• Sentences

• Presenting

• Reading Closely

• Adding Details

• Writing

• Text Structure

• Pronouns

• Supporting Opinions

• Cohesion

• Retelling/Recounting
• Text Structure

Additional Assessment Options
• Foundational Skills
º Conduct assessments using the Practice and Assessment pages from the
Foundational Skills Kit.
• LAS Links Benchmark Assessments
º Use the LAS Links Benchmark Assessments to measure students' language
proficiency and progress throughout the year.

Reteaching Options
• Use the online Reteaching lessons for vocabulary, comprehension, and writing.
• Use the Language Development Cards for grammar and vocabulary.
• Use the Foundational Skills Lesson Cards for phonological awareness, phonemic
awareness, phonics, word recognition, structural analysis, and fluency.

Create a Student Profile
Record data from the following resources in the Student Profile charts on pages 320–321 of
the Assessment book.
COLLABORATIVE

INTERPRETIVE

PRODUCTIVE

• Collaborative Conversations Rubrics
• Listening
• Speaking

• Leveled Unit Assessment:
• Listening Comprehension
• Reading Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Grammar
• Presentation Rubric
• Listening
• Wonders Unit Assessment

• Weekly Progress Monitoring
• Leveled Unit Assessment
• Speaking
• Writing
• Presentation Rubric
• Speaking
• Write to Sources Rubric
• Wonders Unit Assessment

The Foundational Skills Kit, Language Development Kit, Adaptive Learning, and LAS Links Benchmark
Assessments provide additional student data for progress monitoring.
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Level Up
Use the following chart, along with your Student Profiles, to guide your Level Up decisions.

LEVEL
UP

COLLABORATIVE

INTERPRETIVE

PRODUCTIVE

If BEGINNING level students
are able to do the following,
they may be ready to move
to the INTERMEDIATE level:

If INTERMEDIATE level students
are able to do the following,
they may be ready to move
to the ADVANCED level:

If ADVANCED level students
are able to do the following,
they may be ready to move
to on-level:

• participate in collaborative
conversations using basic
vocabulary and grammar and
simple phrases or sentences
• discuss simple pictorial or text
prompts

• participate in collaborative
conversations using appropriate
words and phrases and complete
sentences
• use limited academic vocabulary
across and within disciplines

• participate in collaborative
conversations using more
sophisticated vocabulary and
correct grammar
• communicate effectively across a
wide range of language demands
in social and academic contexts

• identify details in simple readalouds
• understand common vocabulary
and idioms and interpret language
related to familiar social, school,
and academic topics
• make simple inferences and make
simple comparisons
• exhibit an emerging receptive
control of lexical, syntactic,
phonological, and discourse
features

• identify main ideas and/or make
some inferences from simple readalouds
• use context clues to identify word
meanings and interpret basic
vocabulary and idioms
• compare, contrast, summarize,
and relate text to graphic
organizers
• exhibit a limited range of
receptive control of lexical,
syntactic, phonological, and
discourse features when
addressing new or familiar topics

• determine main ideas in readalouds that have advanced
vocabulary
• use context clues to determine
meaning, understand multiplemeaning words, and recognize
synonyms of social and academic
vocabulary
• analyze information, make
sophisticated inferences, and
explain their reasoning
• command a high degree of
receptive control of lexical,
syntactic, phonological, and
discourse features

• express ideas and opinions with
basic vocabulary and grammar
and simple phrases or sentences
• restate information or retell a
story using basic vocabulary
• exhibit an emerging productive
control of lexical, syntactic,
phonological, and discourse
features

• produce coherent language with
limited elaboration or detail
• restate information or retell a story
using mostly accurate, although
limited, vocabulary
• exhibit a limited range of
productive control of lexical,
syntactic, phonological, and
discourse features when
addressing new or familiar topics

• produce sentences with more
sophisticated vocabulary and
correct grammar
• restate information or retell a
story using extensive and accurate
vocabulary and grammar
• tailor language to a particular
purpose and audience
• command a high degree of
productive control of lexical,
syntactic, phonological, and
discourse features

Unit Wrap Up
• Publishing Party You may choose to have students choose and present their best
writing from the unit.
• Oral Language Cards Students can discuss their favorite selection using the oral
language prompts.
• Additional Selections Students can talk about any additional selections they read
or heard during this unit.
UNIT 4 543
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ELD Companion Worktexts
The Companion Worktext provides students with lessons
that build background about the weekly concept and
develop oral language skills. Students can:
• practice language skills
Beginning (6 volumes)

• collaborate with their peers
• build grammar, language, and fluency

Beginning

Sample of Student Beginning Companion Worktext for one week of instruction.

TALK ABOUT IT

COLLABORATE

Weekly Concept Different Places

Where are the people in the photograph? What is it
like there? What is it like where you live? Write your
ideas on the chart.

Essential Question
What makes different parts of
the world different?
Go Digital

Talk about what your part of the world is like. Use the words
from the chart. You can say:
Where I live, there are

.

It is often

.

4

5

004_005_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_WO_BEG_131127.indd 4

4/7/15 8:04 AM

More Vocabulary

004_005_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_WO_BEG_131127.indd 5

4/7/15 8:04 AM

Words and Phrases:

Suffix -er

Look at the picture and read the word. Then read the sentence.
Talk about the word with a partner. Complete the activities.

darkness

frozen

He stands in the darkness.

The pond is frozen.

Write the word to complete
the sentence.

Write the word to complete
the sentence.

I go to sleep in

.

When is there darkness?

The ice cream is

warm + -er = warmer
Warmer means “more warm.”

Ice is colder than water.

It is warmer to sit next to the fire.

COLLABORATE

Winter is
cold

Something frozen feels
.

Talk with a partner. Look at the pictures. Read the
sentences. Circle the word that completes the sentence.

.

How does something frozen feel?

There is darkness when

cold + -er = colder
Colder means “more cold.”

.

than summer.
colder

Summer is
warm

than winter.
warmer

(tl)McGraw-Hill Education/Mazer Creative Services; (tr)nyul/Stock/Getty Images Plus/Getty Images; (bl)Dennis MacDonald/Alamy; (br)Image Source/Getty Images

(l)peresanz/iStock/Getty Images Plus/Getty Images; (r) image 100/Alamy

COLLABORATE

7

6

006_007_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_VOC_BEG_131127.indd 6
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Where I Live
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Text Evidence

Shared Read

Text Evidence

Genre • Expository Text
Where can you see tall mountains and large
glaciers? Alaska is the place to see these
land features.

COLLABORATE

Talk About It

1

Look at the photograph.
Read the title. Talk about
what you see. Use these
words.

1

A land feature is a large or
important part of the land. In
the first sentence, circle two
land features of Alaska.

Land Features
You can see Mt. McKinley. It is taller than all
other mountains in the United States.

Alaska mountain snow

2

called

Reread the second paragraph.
How is Mt. McKinley different
from other mountains in the
United States? Underline the
answer.

.
3

What is in the photograph?

Take notes as you read the
text.

(bkgd) Mimotito/Digital Vision/Getty Images

Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?
Read to find out what makes
Alaska special.

Sentence Structure
Reread the third sentence
in the last paragraph. The
word and connects two things
that happen to the layers of
snow. Circle each thing that
happens to make a glacier.

There is ice and

.

Comprehension
Compare and Contrast

Alaska also has the biggest glaciers. Glaciers
are made from layers of snow. The snow builds up
and turns to ice. This takes many years.

Write about what you see.
The text is about a special

Specific Vocabulary

9

8

008_011_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_BEG_131127.indd 8

1

Comprehension
Compare and Contrast

Reread the first and second
paragraphs. Box the sentence
that compares the weather in
the south of Alaska with the
weather in northern Alaska.
2

Specific Vocabulary
Soil is the part of the Earth
where plants grow. What
region of Alaska has rich soil
where crops grow well?

008_011_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_BEG_131127.indd 9

4/7/15 8:04 AM

Text Evidence

The Weather

Daylight and Darkness

Northern Alaska is called the Arctic region. It is
colder than your freezer. The ground, lakes, and
rivers are almost always frozen.

The seasons are special here. In summer, people
enjoy the sunlight. The Sun does not set for days.
The Sun may shine when you are in bed.

So, most people live in the south of Alaska. It is
warmer there. Crops grow well in the rich soil.

In some places, the Sun does not rise in
the winter. There may be more than 60 days
of darkness. You could have afternoon soccer
practice in the dark! People there are used to days
with no sunshine.

Animals
Alaska has many animals. You may spot a
walrus. You may see a polar bear. Black bears and
brown bears fish in the
streams. You may also
see a big moose.

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service/Joel Garlich-Miller

Text Evidence

4/7/15 8:04 AM

1

Compare and Contrast

Reread the first two
paragraphs. Box the two
seasons the author compares.
Why are these seasons
special in Alaska?
In summer, the Sun does not
.

Alaska is an interesting place!

, the Sun
does not rise in some places.

Make Connections
3

What are three things that
make Alaska interesting?

Sentence Structure
Reread the fourth sentence in
the last paragraph. Circle the
word that connects two nouns
in the subject. Underline what
these two types of bears do.

Comprehension

ESSENTIAL QUESTION

How is Alaska different from
where you live? How is it the
same? TEXT TO SELF

Walruses live off the
coast of Alaska.

COLLABORATE

2

Talk About It
Talk about why people are
used to days with no daylight
in Alaska. How many days of
darkness are there in some
parts of Alaska?
There may be more than
darkness.
11

10

008_011_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_BEG_131127.indd 10
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ELD Companion Worktexts

Beginning

Beginning (6 volumes)

Respond to the Text
COLLABORATE

Partner Discussion Read the questions. Find and show
text evidence. Discuss what you learned. Write the
page numbers.

COLLABORATE

What makes Alaska different?

Text Evidence

What are different things people can see in Alaska?
There are land features, such as

.

Page(s):

are almost always frozen in northern Alaska.

Page(s):

Alaska has many animals, such as

.

Alaska has the tallest

Page(s):

In summer, the Sun

.

Page(s):

In winter,

.

Page(s):

It may be dark for more than

.

Page(s):

in

the United States. It also has big

.

There are many animals, such as

.

In summer, the Sun may not

.

In winter, the Sun may not

Text Evidence

What is special about the seasons in Alaska?

COLLABORATE

Write Work with a partner. Look at your notes. Write your
answer to the question. Use text evidence to support your
answer. Use vocabulary words in your writing.

. There may be 60
.

COLLABORATE

Group Discussion Present your answers to the group. Cite
text evidence for your ideas. Listen to and discuss the
group’s opinions.

Share Writing Present your writing to the class. Discuss their
opinions. Talk about their ideas. Explain why you agree or
disagree. You can say:

I agree because

.

I do not agree because

.
13

12
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Write to Sources
Take Notes About the Text I took notes about
the text on the web to respond to the prompt:
Why does the author write about land features?
Use details from the text in your answer.

Write About the Text I explained why the
author wrote about land features.

pages 8-11

Student Model: Informative Text

The author wrote about land

Mt. McKinley is the
tallest mountain
in the U.S.

Ángela

features to explain why Alaska is an
interesting place. Mt. McKinley is in
Alaska. It is the tallest mountain in
the United States. Alaska has the
biggest glaciers. A glacier is made of

Alaska’s
Land Features

ice. These land features make Alaska
an interesting place. It is beautiful!

©Picturenet/Blend Images LLC

It has the
biggest glaciers.

COLLABORATE

Text Evidence Draw a box around a
detail that comes from the notes. How is it
a supporting detail?

Grammar Circle the linking verb in
the second sentence. What parts of the
sentence does the linking verb connect?

Condense Ideas Underline the last
two sentences. How can you write the ideas
in one sentence using the word and?
Your Turn

COLLABORATE

Look at the map on page 9. Write a
paragraph that tells what the author
shows in this map. Use the map key
for details in your paragraph.

Glaciers are
made of ice.

Go Digital

Write your response online. Use your editing checklist.

15

14
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Intermediate/Advanced
Sample of Student Intermediate/Advanced Companion Worktext for one week of instruction.
TALK ABOUT IT

COLLABORATE

Weekly Concept Different Places

Describe the forest where the family is walking.
Describe what it is like where you live. Write your
ideas on the chart.

Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?
Go Digital

Where I Live

Where I live, there are

.

It is often

.

Tai Power Seeff/The Image Bank/Getty Images

Discuss what your part of the world is like. Use the words from
the chart. You can say:

225

224

4/7/15 9:55 AM
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More Vocabulary

Suffix -est

The suffix –est compares three or more
things.
tall + -est = tallest
Dad is the tallest person in our family.

among

features

set

We sat among the flowers.

Mountains are features of the land.

The sun will set at night.

We walked among

big + -est = biggest
Matt picked the biggest apple on the tree.
Read the sentences below. Circle the
word that completes each sentence.

After the sun sets, we

.

features of California.

The giraffe is the
at the zoo.

.

animal
taller

The teacher has the
in the class.
bigger

darkness

frozen

sunlight

He watches stars in the darkness.

The lake's water is frozen into ice.

The sunlight shines through the trees.

At the cinema, people watch

Water gets frozen when

There is sunlight

in darkness.

227

226

226_227_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_VOC_INAD_132618.indd 226

desk
biggest

Go Digital Add the words tallest and
biggest to your New Words notebook.
Write a sentence to show the meaning of
each word.

.

.

tallest

(t)Ingram Publishing: (b)Adeet Deshmukh

(tl)SerrNovik/iStock/Getty Images Plus; (tr)Pixtal/age fotostock; (bl)peresanz/iStock/Getty Images Plus/Getty Images; (br)image 100/Alamy

COLLABORATE

Words and Phrases

Look at the picture and read the word. Then read the sentences.
Talk about the word with a partner. Write your own sentence.

4/29/15 5:36 PM
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ELD Companion Worktexts

Intermediate/Advanced
Text Evidence

Shared Read

Genre • Expository Text

COLLABORATE

Talk About It

1

Text Evidence

Where can you find mountains, glaciers, and
volcanoes? Alaska is the location you would visit.
Alaska has different regions. In each part of the
state, there are different features.

Look at the photograph.
Read the title. Talk about
what you see. Write your
ideas.

1

In the first sentence, commas
separate three things you can
find in Alaska. Circle each of
these things, or features of
Alaska.

Land Features
The tallest mountain in the United States
is in Alaska. It is called Mt. McKinley. Some
people go to Alaska just to climb it.

What does the title tell you?

What can you learn about
Alaska from the photo?

What makes different parts
of the world different?
.

Read to learn what makes
Alaska unique.

Comprehension
Compare and Contrast

Reread the second paragraph.
Underline the sentence that
compares Mt. McKinley to
other mountains in the United
States.
3

Specific Vocabulary
The word thick tells about the
size of the snowfall. What
happens to the thick snowfall
when it forms a glacier?

(bkgd) Mimotito/Digital Vision/Getty Images

Essential Question

Take notes as you read the
text.

2

Alaska also has the biggest glaciers in all
of the United States. Glaciers are made when one
layer of snow falls on top of another. The snowfall
becomes very thick. It turns to ice. The growth of
a glacier takes many years to form.

.

Sentence Structure

.
229

228

228_231_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_INAD_132618.indd 228

1

Comprehension
Compare and Contrast

Read the first two paragraphs.
Why do most people in
Alaska live in the south?
It
than the Arctic region.
2

Sentence Structure
Look back at the fourth
sentence. Circle the commas
the separate nouns in the
subject. Underline the
predicate that tells about
these three things.

228_231_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_INAD_132618.indd 229

Daylight and Darkness

Alaska has different temperatures. Northern
Alaska is called the Arctic region. The temperatures
are much colder than inside your freezer. The
ground, lakes, and rivers are almost always frozen.

The seasons are special here, too. In summer,
people celebrate the mild temperate weather. These
lively people also celebrate the sunlight because the
Sun does not set for many days. In one village, the
Sun doesn’t set for more than 80 days! You might be
in bed and still see the Sun shining.

As a result, most people live in the south of
Alaska. It is warmer there. Crops grow well in the
rich soil there.

Animals
Alaska has many different animals. You may spot a
walrus or polar bear among the glaciers. You can see
a black or brown bear fishing
in a river or stream. In
another region, you can
see a moose or caribou.

In winter, the Sun doesn’t rise in some places
in Alaska. These places have more than 60 days of
winter darkness. You could have afternoon soccer
practice in the dark! You might think this would be
eerie, but Alaskans don’t think this is weird. They
are used to the dark winter days.
Alaska is a very interesting place to live!

Make Connections

COLLABORATE

3

1

Comprehension
Compare and Contrast

Look back at the first two
paragraphs. What two
seasons are being compared?

Underline details that tell
about daylight and darkness
during these seasons.
2

Specific Vocabulary
Alaskans are people who live
in Alaska. What can happen
in winter that is not eerie or
weird for Alaskans?

ESSENTIAL QUESTION

Walruses live in shallow waters
off the coast of Alaska.

How is where you live different
from Alaska? How is it the
same? TEXT TO SELF

228_231_EL16_IWT2_U4W1_SR_INAD_132618.indd 230
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Text Evidence

What are three things that
make Alaska interesting?

Talk About It
Talk about the animals of
Alaska. Name three types of
bears that live there.

4/7/15 9:55 AM

Temperature Changes

Steven J. Kazlowski/Alamy; (bkgd) Panoramic Images/Getty Images

Text Evidence
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Respond to the Text
COLLABORATE

Partner Discussion Answer the questions. Discuss what you
learned about “Alaska: A Special Place.” Write the page
numbers where you found text evidence.

The map shows that Alaska has

.

Page(s):

Alaska has big

.

Page(s):

.

Page(s):

that are formed when

Alaska has many animals, such as

Write Review your notes. Then write your answer to the
Essential Question. Use text evidence to support your answer.
Use vocabulary words in your writing.

What makes Alaska a special place?

Text Evidence

What are interesting things to see in Alaska?

Alaska has different features, such as
.
You may see animals, such as

.

The seasons in Alaska are special because

Text Evidence

What is special about the weather and seasons?

COLLABORATE

COLLABORATE

.

In the Arctic region,

.

Page(s):

In summer, the Sun

.

Page(s):

But in winter

.

Page(s):

COLLABORATE

Group Discussion Present your answers to the group. Cite
text evidence to justify your thinking. Listen to and discuss
the group’s opinions about your answers.

Share Writing Present your writing to the class. Discuss their
opinions. Think about what the class has to say. Do they justify
their claims? Explain why you agree or disagree with their
claims.

I agree with

because

.

I disagree because

.
233
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Write to Sources
Take Notes About the Text I took notes about
the text on the web to respond to the prompt:
Why did the author write "Alaska: A Special
Place"? Use details from the text in your answer.

Write About the Text I used my notes to
write about why Alaska is a special place.

pages 228–231

Student Model: Informative Text

TALK ABOUT IT

The author explains why Alaska

Ángela

tallest mountain
and biggest glaciers
in the U.S.

is a special place in our country.

many different kinds
of wild animals

detail that comes from the notes. Why is
this a supporting detail?

Alaska has the tallest mountain. It

Grammar Underline the linking verb in

has the biggest glaciers. Northern

the fifth sentence. What two things does
the linking verb connect?

Alaska has very cold temperatures.
The seasons are interesting in Alaska.

Alaska

COLLABORATE

Text Evidence Draw a box around a

There are long summer days. Winter

Connect Ideas Circle the sentences
that tell about summer and winter. How
can you combine them using the word but?

©Picturenet/Blend Images LLC

is very dark. The author explains why

very cold
temperatures in
northern Alaska

Alaska is interesting and different

Sun does not set
for days in summer,
and in winter it does
not rise in places.

from where I live.

COLLABORATE

Look at the map on page 229.
Write a paragraph that tells why
the author used this map.
Go Digital

Write your response online. Use your editing checklist.
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Differentiated Texts
Online Differentiated Texts provide targeted instruction
at each student’s proficiency level.

Beginning
Essential Question
What makes different parts
of the world different?

Differentiated Texts
include an audio
component as well.

Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

The Grand Canyon
Expository Text

A canyon is a deep valley. The Grand Canyon is in
Arizona. It has several parts, or regions. Each region
has a different environment.

The next region is the woodlands. Only a little rain
and snow fall in this area. There are many rocks and
small trees. Bobcats and skunks live here.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

At the top of the Grand Canyon is the forest region.
It has many tall pine trees. It rains and snows a lot here.
Deer and squirrels live here.

Deep in the canyon, it is dry. The sunlight makes it
hot. This is the desert region. Cactus plants, bighorn
sheep, and lizards live here.
At the bottom of the canyon is the river region.
Different plants and animals live here. There are many
parts to the Grand Canyon.

McGraw-Hill Education

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Respond to the Text

Each region of the Grand Canyon is different.

The top part of the Grand Canyon is the forest region.

Name_______________________________

Read the text. Use Graphic Organizer 50 to record your ideas and
notes. Have a collaborative conversation with your partner. Use the
sentences below to start the conversation. Cite text evidence and
record your ideas on the graphic organizer. Present your ideas to
the class.
1. What would you find at the top of the Grand Canyon?

46

The top is a forest

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 380L

of pine trees.

2. Tell what the desert region of the Grand Canyon is like.
046_048_EL16_DT2_U4W1_BEG_136805.indd 46

It is hot and dry

4/7/15 10:15 AM

. Cactus plants

grow there.

3. Tell what you might see going from the forest to the woodland region.
You might see tall pine trees, deer, and squirrels

in the forest.
in the woodlands.

Write Work with a partner. Discuss your notes about “The Grand
Canyon.” Then write your
47 answer to the Essential Question.

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 380L

What makes the forests and woodlands of the Grand Canyon
different?
4/7/15 10:15 AM

046_048_EL16_DT2_U4W1_BEG_136805.indd 47

48

The forest region

has tall pine trees.

The woodland region

has small trees.

Deer and squirrels

live in the forests.

Bobcats and skunks

live in the woodlands.

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 380L

046_048_EL16_DT2_U4W1_BEG_136805.indd 48
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You might see small trees, bobcats, and skunks

4/7/15 10:15 AM

Intermediate
Respond to the Text

Essential Question

Read the text. Use Graphic Organizer 50 to record your ideas and
notes. Have a collaborative conversation with your partner. Use the
sentences below to start the conversation. Cite text evidence and
record your ideas on the graphic organizer. Present your ideas to
the class.

The Grand Canyon
Expository Text

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Many people visit the Grand
Canyon. It is a deep valley with
steep sides. You can walk from
the top of the canyon to the
bottom. You can see different
environments in the Grand
Canyon.
Tall pine trees grow at the top of
the canyon. This region is a forest.
It gets a lot of rain and snow. Deer
and squirrels live here.
Next, you can see the woodland
region. Woodland features include

Name_______________________________

1. Describe the region at the top of the Grand Canyon.

small trees and rocks. This part of
the canyon gets little rain or snow.
Bobcats, birds, and skunks live in
this region.
A desert region is just above the
bottom of the canyon. Sunlight
beats down on this area. It is hot
and dry. Cactus, bighorn sheep,
and lizards live here.
The river region is at the bottom
of the canyon. Different plants
and animals live here. The Grand
Canyon is an amazing place!

It is a

with tall pine trees.

forest

It gets lots of rain and

.

snow

2. Describe the desert region.
It is hot and dry

.

Cactus, bighorn sheep, and lizards

live there.

3. Tell what a visitor might see in the woodland region.
A visitor might see

small trees and rocks; bobcats, birds, and skunks

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

What makes different parts
of the world different?

Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

in the

woodland region.

Write Work with a partner. Discuss your notes about “The Grand
Canyon.” Then write your answer to the Essential Question.
What makes different parts of the Grand Canyon different?
The forest region

has tall pine trees, while the woodland region

has small trees. The forest region gets more
than the woodland region.
bobcats, birds, and skunks

Deer and squirrels

rain and snow

live in the forest, and
live in the woodland.

Each region of the Grand Canyon is different.

Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 470L
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Advanced
Respond to the Text

Essential Question
Use Graphic Organizer
50 to take notes as
you read.

Read the text. Use Graphic Organizer 50 to record your ideas and
notes. Have a collaborative conversation with your partner. Use the
sentences below to start the conversation. Cite text evidence and
record your ideas on the graphic organizer. Present your ideas to
the class.

The Grand Canyon
Expository Text

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

The Grand Canyon is in
Arizona. The canyon is a deep
valley with steep sides. It is a
location many people visit to see
its different environments.
The top edge, or rim, is the
forest region. Tall pine trees grow
here. This region is the coldest,
and it gets the most rain and
snow. In the winter, the ground is
frozen and covered in snow. Deer
and squirrels live in the forests.
Below the forests, the features
change. The ground becomes
rocky. The trees are smaller. There

Name_______________________________

1. Describe the region at the top edge, or rim, of the Grand Canyon.

is less rain and snow. Bobcats,
skunks, and birds live in this
woodland region.

It is a forest with pine trees. It is cold in the winter. Deer and squirrels live there.
__________________________________________________________

2. Describe the desert region of the Grand Canyon.

Just above the bottom of the
canyon is a dry desert region. In
summer, the sunlight beats down
on this area. It is hot. Cactus
plants grow here. Bighorn sheep,
lizards, and other desert animals
live in this area.
The Colorado River flows
across the bottom of the canyon.
Different plants and animals live
here. The Grand Canyon is an
amazing place to see!

It is hot and dry. Cactus plants grow there. Bighorn sheep and lizards live there.
__________________________________________________________

3. Tell what a visitor might see while walking from the forest region to the
woodland region.
A visitor might see tall pine trees, deer, and squirrels in the forest region. Then he or
__________________________________________________________
she might see smaller trees, bobcats, skunks, and birds in the woodland region.
__________________________________________________________

Write Work with a partner. Discuss your notes about “The Grand
Canyon.” Then write your answer to the Essential Question.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

What makes different parts
of the world different?

What makes different parts of the Grand Canyon different?
Explain how the forest region and the woodland region of the Grand
Canyon are different.
The forest region is covered in tall pine trees. The woodland region is rocky
________________________________________________________
with small trees. The forest region gets more rain and snow than the woodland
________________________________________________________
region. Different animals live in each region.
________________________________________________________

The Grand Canyon is made up of different regions.
Grade 2 • Unit 4 • Week 1 • Lexile 490L
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